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RESPONSE TO FEE-TO-TRUST
APPLICATION COMMENTS

The Bureau of Indian Affairs issued a Notice of (Gaming) Land Acquisition Application pursuant
to 24 CFR §151.10 which gives notice of the application filed by the Cloverdale Rancheria of
Pomo Indians of California to have real property accepted into trust by the U.S. government. The
notice was published on April 12, 2012 and included an invitation to interested parties to
comment within 30 days. Two comments were included within the letters which concern
environmental issues which were not previously raised in comments on the Draft EIS. Response
to these comments is provided below and followed by the applicable comments letters. The
remainder of the comments are outside of the scope of the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) process, or are addressed in the Draft EIS and Response to Comments.

Waters of the State
The North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board requested that impacts to waters of the
State (which has a broader definition of waters of the U.S.) be evaluated and that impacts be
minimized or avoided. All surface water features within the project site qualified as waters of the
U.S. for which impacts were analyzed in Section 4.5 of the Draft EIS. There are no surface water
features within the project site boundaries which would only qualify as waters of the State and not
waters of the U.S. North coast riparian scrub habitat occurring within the project area is
considered an important biological community (in terms of providing habitat) and is less
regionally abundant than other types within the project area. This habitat is not federally
jurisdictional (waters of the U.S.), but may be considered waters of the State, as defined in
California State Water Code Section 13050. Regardless to whether this habitat is considered
waters of the State, Impact 4.5.3-1: Effects to Upland Habitats, addressed this potential impact of
0.11-acres to North coast riparian scrub habitat, and mitigates with the requirement of onsite
restoration and creation of this habitat (Mitigation Measure 5.5-1).

Tribal Needs Discussed in the Fee-to-Trust Application
The City of Cloverdale and Sonoma County requested clarification on whether child care,
housing, a cultural center or other tribal facilities would be located on the parcels proposed for
trust status. These uses were listed as Tribal needs in the fee-to-trust application. Tribal
administrative offices are included within the Proposed Action and alternatives (described in
Section 2 of the Draft EIS); however, no other Tribal facilities are proposed. The full use of the
property and development plans under the Proposed Action and alternatives, which are
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reasonably foreseeable at this time, are disclosed in the EIS. Tribal needs are not the same as
reasonably foreseeable Tribal development. Until the Tribe has improved economic conditions,
development of additional facilities or application for additional trust lands is speculative (as to
the timing, size and nature), and thus not required to be addressed by NEPA.
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May 10, 2012

Arvada Wolfin
U.S. Bureau of Indian Afairs
2800 Cottage Way
Sacramento, CA 95825
Dear Arvada Wolfin:

Subject:

Comments on the Notice of Land Acquisition Application for the Cloverdale
Rancheria of Pomo Indians Project, SCH No. 2012-03

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Notice of Land Acquisition Application for the
Cloverdale Rancheria of Pomo Indians Project (project) located on parcels 116-310-005, -044,
-020, -035, -039, and -040 in Sonoma County. The North Coast Regional Water Quality Control
Board (Regional Water Board) is a responsible agency for this project, with jurisdiction over the
quality of ground and surface waters (including wetlands) and the protection of the beneficial
uses of those waters.
The proposed project consists of transferring land from private ownership to Indian trust land
and developing a 2-story casino, hotel, convention center, entertainment center, and other
ancillary facilities along with a tribal government building on the·south end of the project site.
We have the following suggestions:

Storm Water and Low Impact Development
The Regional Water Board suggests the use of Low Impact Development (LID) and best
management practices (BMPs) to mitigate potential impacts to water quality. LID BMPs that
treat and retain (infiltrate, capture, evapotranspirate and store) storm water runoff on the project
site are efficient and cost effective.
LID is a development site design strategy with a goal of maintaining or reproducing the predevelopment hydrologic system through the use of design techniques to create a functionally
equivalent hydrologic setting. LID emphasizes conservation and the use of on-site natural
features integrated with engineered, small-scale hydrologic controls to more closely reflect predevelopment hydrologic functions. Hydrologic functions of storage, infiltration, and ground
water recharge, as well as the volume and frequency of discharges, are maintained through the
use of integrated and distributed storm water retention and detention areas, reduction of
impervious surfaces, and the lengthening of flow paths and runoff time. LID seeks to mimic the
pre-development site hydrology through infiltration, interception, reuse, and evapotranspiration.
LI D intentions are that the storm water runoff volume from small storms be retained onsite.
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Other LID strategies include the preservation and protection of environmentally sensitive site
features such as riparian buffers, wetlands, steep slopes, valuable trees, flood plains,
woodlands, native vegetation and permeable soils. Natural vegetation and soil filters storm
water runoff and reduces the volume and pollutant loads of storm water runoff. Other benefits
from LID implementation include reducing global warming impacts from new development
(preserving carbon sequestering in native soils and retaining native vegetation), increasing
water supply (by encouraging ground water recharge) and reducing energy consumption.
LID requires the use of landscape-based BMPs that filter storm water runoff using vegetation
and amended soil prior to infiltration. Examples of these types of BMPs are rain gardens and
vegetated swales. LID BMPs need to be sized to treat the storm water runoff from all
impervious surfaces (e.g. roads, roofs, walkways, patios) using the Storm Water Low Impact
Development Technical Design Manual found at www.srcity.org/stormwaterLiD (recommended
to be used for projects within Santa Rosa and parts of Sonoma County, but also recommended
for projects elsewhere), or using the following sizing criteria:
1. The volume of runoff produced from the 85th percentile of 24-hour rainfall event, as
determined from the local historical rainfall record; or
2. The volume of runoff produced by the 85th percentile 24-hour rainfall event, determined
using the maximized capture storm water volume for the area, from the formula
recommended in Urban Runoff Quality Management, WEF Manual of Practice No.
23/ASCE Manual of Practice No. 87, p. 170-178 (1998); or
3. The volume of annual runoff based on unit basin storage water quality volume, to
achieve 80 percent or more volume treatment by the method recommended in California
Storm Water Best Management Practices Handbook-Industrial/Commercial (1993).
BMPs to prevent erosion and the release of sediment or hazardous materials during
construction activities should be included to prevent sediment and other pollutants reaching
surface waters or leaving the site in storm water runoff. These can include scheduling grading
to take place during the dry season, identifying staging areas for work vehicles that are
separated from sensitive areas, training employees in procedures for cleaning up spills of
hazardous materials, and erosion and sediment control techniques.

Wetlands and Waters of the State
The Regional Water Board's Water Quality Control Plan for the North Coast Basin (Basin Plan)
and the California Water Code define waters of the state as follows: "'Waters of the state' refers
to any surface water or groundwater,including saline waters, within the boundaries of the state
(Water Code §13050 (e)." This definition is broader than that of "waters of the United States"
and consequently should always be acknowledged and considered when determining impacts
upon water resources.
Any adverse impacts to, or loss of, natural or constructed wetlands and their beneficial uses due
to development and construction activities are recommended to be fully mitigated. Impacts to
waters of the State should first be adequately evaluated to determine if the impacts can be
avoided or minimized. All efforts to first avoid and second to minimize impacts to waters of the
State are recommended to be fully exhausted prior to deciding to mitigate for their loss. If a
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project's impacts to waters of the State are deemed unavoidable, then compensatory mitigation
(for acreage, function and value) would be beneficial for any unavoidable impacts.

Impaired Waters
Please note that the Russian River and its tributaries are CWA section 303(d) listed for excess
sedimentation, siltation, and temperature related impacts. The Regional Water Board has the
responsibility to protect the Russian River and its tributaries from water quality impacts due to
existing and new sources of pollution. The Regional Water Board recommends the project to
implement LID techniques (such as EPA Green Infrastructure) for all developed areas of this
project.
If you have any questions or comments, please contact me at (707) 570-3761 or at
.
mdougherty@waterboards.ca.gov.
Sincerely,

~~

Mona Dougherty
Senior Water Resources Control Engineer
12051 0_ MA_ ResponseC loverdaleRancheriaOfPomol nd iansFee ToT rust
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Scott Morgan, State Clearinghouse, P.O. Box, 3044, Sacramento, CA 95812
Re: SCH No. 2012-03

401 Mendocino Avenue, Suite 100
Santa Rosa, California 95401
tel (707) 545-8009
fax (707) 545-6617
www.meyersnave.com

Eric W. Danly
Attorney at law
edanly@meyersnave.com

meyers nave
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Amy Dutschke
Regional Director
Pacific Region
Bureau of Indian Affairs
2800 Cottage Way
Sacramento, CA 95825
Re:
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Comments on Application to Acquire Land in the Name of the United States
in Trust for the Cloverdale Rancheria ofPomo Indians of California

Dear Ms. Dutschke:
The City of Cloverdale (the "City") appreciates the opportunity to review and comment on
the Application to Acquire Land in the Name of the United States in Trust for the
Cloverdale Rancheria of Pomo Indians of California and certain Exhibits (the
"Application"), which we understand was submitted to your office on December 31, 2010
by the Cloverdale Rancheria ofPomo Indians (the "Tribe"). The City received a Notice of
(Gaming) Land Acquisition Application (the "Notice") from your office by facsimile on
April 19, 2012 and was granted by letter dated May 4, 2012 a 30-day extension of time, to
and including June 18,2012, to provide its written comments. The Notice invites the City's
comments on the Application and requests specified information from the City.
I.

Introduction

In the following we provide the requested information and comment on the Application and
the foreseeable impacts on the City of the proposed project as described in the Notice: i.e.,
"a casino, hotel, convention center, entertainment center and other ancillary facilities ... [and
a] tribal government building .... " (the "Project").
Unfortunately, the information that has been made available concerning the Project is
lacking in critical areas, contains significant inconsistencies and inaccuracies, and does not
provide an adequate basis for assessing Project impacts, particularly impacts the Project
would have on the City. Because of these problems in the record, and because of significant,
negative impacts the Project would have on the City that can be gleaned from the limited
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available information, the City strongly opposes the proposed acquisition. In addition, the
Application fails to meet the requirements for approval by the Secretary of the Interior or
designee (the "Secretary") in accordance with the regulations governing acquisition of land
by the United States in trust for tribes. 1 The Application is incomplete and premature,
because it does not include and is not supported by sufficient information to allow the
Secretary to determine whether the prerequisites for acquisition in trust for the Tribe have
been met.
The Application and supporting material are insufficient for a meaningful assessment by the
City or any other affected government body of the proposed acquisition, the planned
Project, and its numerous and significant impacts on the City, the surrounding
unincorporated area and Sonoma County as a whole. Much of the information that would
be necessary to adequately assess the acquisition and the Project has not been prepared or
has not been made available, either to cooperating agencies like the City, or to the public.
For example, no Final Environmental Impact Statement ("FEIS") has been released
concerning the Project, and there is no information available on how the numerous,
significant inadequacies of the Project Draft Environmental Impact Statement ("DEIS") as
identified by the City and other agencies commenting on the DEIS will be addressed. In
addition, the market study prepared for the Project, on which numerous, key assertions in
the Application rely, has not been made public, based on the assertion that the document is
proprietary. Without review of the market study, it is impossible to adequately carry out the
"hard look" review required under the National Environmental Protection Act ("NEPA") or
to seriously examine the assertions regarding the Project economic impacts contained in the
Application. The Tribe's position that the market study is proprietary is preventing the
Application from satisfying NEPA requirements, and preventing other government bodies
affected by the Application, including the City, from examining the basis for the conclusory
statements regarding Project economic impacts contained in the Application and the DEIS.
Many of the inadequacies identified in the DEIS involve fundamental questions about the
economic impacts of the proposed acquisition and the Project. As a result, the Application
record is inadequate for addressing such critical economic issues as: the viability and
sustainability of the Project in the current economy, in view of current and future casinos in
the vicinity; the availability of City or viability of Tribe water and wastewater facilities for the
Project, and the facilities' cost; the economic, public safety and health risks to the Project
and nearby critical City facilities resulting from the placement of Project facilities in the flood
plain; the lack of available housing and transportation for Project employees, and the cost of
such transportation and housing, and related infrastructure; the cost of law enforcement,
emergency and social service impacts of the Project; and the cost to the City's economic
future of permanent removal of critical developable industrial land from the City's planning
jurisdiction. Given the inadequacy of the record for assessing the proposed acquisition, the

1

25 CFR 151.1 et seq.
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Project, and the Project impacts, including the Project economic impacts on the City, the
City reserves all of its rights regarding the acquisition and the ProjeCt, including the right to
provide additional comments as more information becomes available, such as the Final
Environmental Impact Statement for the Project, and any amendments or supplements to
the Application.
In the following, after providing some context, we provide information requested in the
Notice regarding removal 0 f the land proposed for acquisition from the tax rolls. We also
address the inadequacy of the Application under the regulations governing acquisition of
property in trust. Because the limited information sought in the Notice is inadequate as a
basis for the Secretary to assess the extent of the economic impact of the proposed
acquisition and Project on the City, in the following we also provide additional information
that better characterizes the nature and magnitude of the impacts that would result from the
proposed acquisition and the Project, and that addresses some of the fundamental questions
regarding the Project economic impacts. In addition, the following discussion will address
some key inaccuracies and inconsistencies in the Application.

II.

Background

The City ftrst became aware of the Tribe's intention to acquire land for a casino project in
November, 2007. Following a series of meetings to obtain community input, in May, 2008
the Cloverdale City Council (the "Council") adopted Resolution No. 056-2008, (attached).
The resolution expressly supports Tribal economic development generally, but opposes the
casino Project because it would, among other things, remove much of the remaining land
available for industrial uses in the City, increase demand on public infrastructure, conflict
with important land use goals established in the City's General Plan, adversely impact the
City's downtown businesses, erode the City'S small-town character, diminish residents'
quality of life, increase crime, and have an adverse negative social and economic impact on
users of the casino. Thereafter, in 2009, the City participated as a cooperating agency in
reviewing and commenting on an Administrative Draft Environmental Impact Statement
("ADEIS") for the proposed Project. In 2010, the City submitted comments on the DEIS,
and in 2011 the City responded as a cooperating agency with comments on an
Administrative Final Environmental Impact Statement ("AFEIS"). To date, we are not
aware of the FEIS having been released, and thus have not yet had an opportunity to
comment on it, although we fully intend to do so. In summary, the City has been evaluating
the limited and evolving information made available regarding the proposed Project, in its
various permutations, for a number of years.
The Notice describes the Project as a casino, hotel, convention center, entertainment center,
and ancillary facilities, with a tribal government building proposed on the south end of the
Project site. The two-story casino would include gaming, food and beverage, retail
shopping, and administrative facilities, including 80,000 square feet of gaming, 2,000 slot
machines and 45 gaming tables. The food and beverage facilities would take up 52,445
square feet and accommodate 984 seats. Support facilities would cover 79,455 square feet.
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The casino would be open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. This appears to correspond with
Project alternative A presented in the DEIS. The DEIS indicates that the hotel would be up
to 5 stories tall and have 244 rooms, that the entertainment center would be up to 2 stories
tall and have 1,300 seats, and that the tribal government building would occupy 20,000
square feet, for total facilities square footage of 595,600, and approximately 3,400 parking
spaces in surface and garage parking.
The Notice indicates that 6 parcels, numbers 116-310-005, 116-310-020, 116-310-035, 116310-039,116-310-040, and 116-310-044 are proposed for acquisition. However, the Notice
is in error. Parcel11~-JJ.o-Q~*,,"qo l~s.~Jlt~:. As is discussed further below, part of the
land contained in what the Notice identifies as parcel 116-310-044 is owned in fee by the
City and is developed with a wastewater teeatment pond. The Application correctly notes
that only one parcel proposed for acquisition in tenst, 116-310-020, is currently within City
limits. However, all of the parcels proposed for acquisition are within an area that is critical
to the future economic health of the City. All of the parcels sought to be acquired are within
the City'S voter approved urban growth boundary. All of the parcels sought are also within
the study area of the City's 2009 General Plan, and the City's sphere of influence. Therefore,
as should be clear, the City's General Plan has identified the property sought for acquisition
in tenst for future annexation into the City. The parcels sought on the East side of the
railroad teacks have a General Plan land use designation of Conservation Feature. The
eastern portion of the parcels on the West side of the railroad teacks have a General Plan
land use designation of General Industrial, and the western portion of the parcels on the
West side of the railroad teacks have a General Plan land use designation of Business Park.

III.

Information Requested in the Notice

The Notice invites the City'S comments on the proposed acquisition, and requests that the
City provide the following:
1.
If known, the annual amount of property taxes currently levied on the subject
property allocated to your organization;

2.
Any special assessments, and amounts thereof, that are currently assessed
against the property in support of your organization;
3.
Any government services that are currently provided to the property by your
organization;
4.
If subject to zoning, how the intended use is consistent, or inconsistent, with
current zoning.
The City's responses to the information sought in the Notice follow:
1.
Section F of the Application correctly indicates that of the parcels proposed
for acquisition, only one, APN 116-310-020, is currently in the City limits. The City'S share
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of the property tax on this parcel in 2011 was $175. Obviously, the City's share of annual
property tax from the parcel is not a major sum. However, according to the Application, the
annual taxes for the land proposed to be acquired in trust totaled $138,870.16 for 2009-2010.
The City's share of that amount would be approximately $42,425 annually of General Fund
revenue following annexation of the property into the City, as is anticipated in the City's
General Plan. Therefore, removal of the property proposed for acquisition from the City's
future tax rolls, as anticipated in the General Plan, results in a significant reduction in future
tax revenue for the City.
More importantly, direct property tax proceeds from the land proposed for acquisition are
not an adequate measure of the impact of acquisition of the land in trust on the City's
economy. The proposed acquisition would have a monumental impact on the City's
economy, now and for the future, not because of loss of direct tax proceeds, but because the
acquisition would remove from the City planning process and policies and future jurisdiction
the vast majority of the undeveloped land within the City's Sphere of Influence that is
designated for industrial use, and that has municipal services (water and wastewater) readily
available. The proposed acquisition would appropriate the City's means for creating
economic growth through new industrial business, new jobs for skilled workers, and for
attracting new businesses and residents needing other goods and services, and promoting the
City's economic vitality. This industrial land has been carefully preserved by a succession of
City Councils, despite pressure during the residential development boom years to redesignate the land to permit residential development. Past City Councils have insisted on
maintaining the industrial designation of the land proposed for acquisition because it is
viewed as the City's economic future. The proposed acquisition would literally take that
future away. This profound economic impact of the proposed acquisition is further
discussed below.
2.
As far as we know, there are no special assessments currently assessed to
parcel APN 116-310-020 for the benefit of the City.
3.
The City currently provides and/or has available to APN 116-310-020 the full
range of municipal services that are available to all properties in the City, including police,
animal control, water, wastewater, planning, etc. Water and sewer utilities are available and
nearby to the parcel in Santana Drive. This fact underscores the importance of parcel 116310-020, and the other parcels proposed for acquisition in trust, to the City's plans for future
economic development and jobs creation.
4.
The proposed Casino use is completely inconsistent with the current General
Plan land use designation of Conservation Features for the part of the land proposed for
acquisition East of the railroad tracks, and the General Plan land use designations of
Business Park/General Industrial for the land West of the railroad tracks. The proposed
Casino use is also completely at odds with the land use policies and goals that apply to and
make sense for the land proposed to be acquired, in terms of providing for a sound
economic future for the City.
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The Business Park designation in the General Plan is intended to provide additional semceoriented employment opportunities in Cloverdale via primary uses such as professional
office and research and development uses, and secondary uses including limited light
industry, industrial parks, wineries, warehouses and nurseries. 2 The General Industrial land
use designation in the General Plan is intended to provide additional employment
opportunities in Cloverdale through primary uses such as light manufacturing, limited
manufacturing, industrial parks, wineries, lumber mills, assembly, warehousing and
distribution, and secondary uses such as professional office and research and development. 3
The General Plan land use designation of Conservation Features is intended to manage and
preserve valuable biological, visual and agricultural resources in the Cloverdale planning area
through primary uses of river/ stream-related recreation, open space buffers, and agricultural
production. 4
The proposed massive, Nevada-style casino (comprising more than half a million total
square feet of building space, and over 3,000 parking spaces - more than 1 parking space for
every 3 Cloverdale residents) would derail the voter-approved Urban Growth Boundary
policy that anticipates industrial, urban development on the part of the property west of the
railroad tracks, to produce high paying jobs, and conservation of the property east of the
railroad tracks, to protect river-related recreation and existing biological, visual and
agricultural resources. The proposed use is simply a disaster in te=s of the General Plan
land use policies, goals and objectives applicable to the land proposed for acquisition, and
the importance of such policies for the future of the City.
IV.

The Application Fails to Meet the Requirements of the Statutory and
Regulatory Authority For Approval of Acquisition of the Property by the
United States in Trust For the Tribe

Title 25, Part 151, of the Code of Federal Regulations sets forth the criteria for dete=ining
whether the Secretary may grant the Application. Pursuant to that authority, the
Application is deficient in the following respects.
1.

Timing of Release of the Application

As a threshold matter, consideration of the Application should be deferred until release of
the FEIS for this Project. Further, upon such release, a new Notice of Application should
be disseminated for public comment pursuant to 25 CFR, Part 151. The City (and other
government agencies) provided detailed comments on the DEIS in October 2010. The City
also commented on the ADFEIS in August, 2011 At present, the City is prevented by the
22009 General Plan §2.3, p. 29.
3

2009 General Plan §2.3, p. 29.

42009 General Plan §2.3, p. 29.
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unavailability of the PElS from assessing both: (1) whether and to what extent the City's
numerous, substantive comments have been addressed, and (2) the narure of comments
from others that may be relevant to the City's position on and concerns about the
Application. The description of the property and Project contained in both the Notice and
the 2010 Application itself are woefully inadequate as a basis for meaningful comment on
impacts of the proposed Project, as is further illustrated in the discussion that follows.

2.

Property Description

As part of the Application, the land contained within the exterior boundaries of the Tribe's
reservation or adjacent thereto must be adequately, and accurately, described. s The August
2010 DEIS lists the acreage proposed for acquisition as approximately 69.77 acres. The
December 31, 2010 Application lists six parcels totaling "aR1ilro~~,,~l!<::res." The
total acreage of the property as identified in the Secretary's December 1,2008 Indian Lands
Determination (the "ILD") issued by the Secretary is approximately seventy (70) acres of
land. Using the barely legible map contained within the ILD, the Sonoma County ClerkRecorder-Assessor has calculated the acreage at 76.35 acres. The Secretary, as well as the
City and the public, are entitled to an accurate description of the size of the property subject
to the Application.
Also, as noted above, there are errors in the parcels depicted in the Notice and the
Application, and the Assessor's parcel numbers cited in both documents. Although the
Application lists the property proposed for acquisition as parcels 116-310-005, -020, -035,039, -040, and -044, parcel number 310-116-044, also included in the Notice of Application,
is an invalid number. It has been replaced by parcel numbers 116-310-079 and 116-310-080.
The City of Cloverdale is the owner of 116-310-080 in fee, although it is not identified as
such in either the Application or the Notice. Parcel 116-310-080 contains a wastewater
treatment pond that is part of the City's waste treatment facilities. The inaccurate
description and depiction of the property sought to be acquired prevents the City, the public,
and the Secretary from accurately assessing the acrual parcels sought to be acquired. The
Application to acquire land in trust may not include City fee property containing City
facilities.
In addition, neither the Notice nor the Application clearly indicates which of the parcels is
contiguous, and which of the parcels is non-contiguous, with the Tribe's original reservation.
The Application appears to state that four of the parcels are within or are contiguous to all
or portions of the exterior boundaries of the original Cloverdale Rancheria. Precise
identification of the starus of each parcel is critical, because the standards for evaluating onreservation and off-reservation acquisitions are distinct. 6 As the distance between a tribe's

S

25 CPR § 151.3.

6

See 25 CPR §§ 151.10, 151.11.
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reservation and the land to be acquired increases, the Secretary "shall give greater scrutiny to
the tribe's justification of anticipated benefits from the acquisition," and "shall give greater
weight to the concerns raised" by the State and local governments having regulatory
jurisdiction over the land to be acquired.1 Each parcel to be acquired must be considered on
the basis of contiguity. Three of the parcels listed in the Notice and the Application are
separated from the remaining property proposed for acquisition by a strip of land that the
City understands is owned in fee by the North Coast Railroad Authority (parcel 116-310053). Accordingly, it is necessary to specify, on a parcel-by-parcel basis, the contiguity or
lack of contiguity of the parcel to the original reservation before the Secretary may approve
the Application. The City requests clarification of which parcels, if any, are subject to the
more relaxed "on-reservation" evaluative standard so that the City may provide
supplemental comments on the ability of the Secretary to approve the Application.
In addition, regardless of which of the parcels sought are subject to the "on-reservation" or
"off reservation" standard, the Secretary must determine whether any liens, encumbrances or
infirmities exist with respect to title to the property, and "shall require" their removal on a
finding that they make title to the land unmarketable. 8 As noted above, parcel 116-310-080
is land the City owns in fee and that contains City wastewater facilities. As a result, the
Application cannot be approved as submitted. Also, according to records of the County
assessor, ownership of parcel 116-310-020 has reverted to Ruiz due to foreclosure.
Apparently the Tribe is also unable to transfer parcel 116-310-020 to the United States at this
time. Lack of ownership of parcel 116-310-020 should also be considered as part of the
contiguity analysis discussed above. The Application asserts that the proposed acquisition
includes a parcel that is within the boundaries of the original Cloverdale Rancheria. The
ownership status of the property proposed to be acquired should be reexamined to
determine if that is in fact correct.
The land proposed for acquisition has further title issues. In addition to the railroad fee
property that bisects the parcels sought, a major trunk sewer for the City crosses several of
the parcels. As shown in the title exceptions accompanying the Notice, the City holds the
following five easements affecting the property proposed to be acquired in trust: an
easement for sanitary sewer and incidental purposes (Instrument No. 1997-0028638
recorded on April 8, 1997), an easement for sanitary sewer and incidental purposes
(Instrument No. 1997-0028644 recorded on April 8, 1997), an easement for sewer main and
incidental purposes (Instrument No. 1988-63921 recorded on August 3, 1988), an easement
for sanitary sewer and incidental purposes (Instrument No. 1997-0028640 recorded on April
8, 1997), and an easement for sewer and incidental purposes (Instrument No. 2010-113034
recorded on December 13, 2010). The City must maintain and is unwilling to subordinate
these easements. They are necessary for the maintenance and operation of existing, critical
725 CFR § 151.11 (b) and (d).
825 CFR § 151.13.
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City trunk line sewers. In view of the numerous tide issues affecting the property proposed
to be acquired, some parcels of which are not even owned by or for the benefit of the Tribe,
the Tribe's statement in the Application that "[t]ide to the Property shall be transferred to
the United States free and clear of all liens and encumbrances that might preclude the United
States from accepting tide into trust for the Tribe" is not supportable.
Finally, the Tribe baldly asserts in its Application that the decision in Carden·v. Salazaris
inapplicable. 9 In that decision, the Supreme Court held that the Secretary may take land into
trust only for those tribes that were federally recognized or under federal jurisdiction in 1934
when the Indian Reorganization Act, 25 USC § 465 was enacted into law. The Application
acknowledges that the Tribe was not restored to federally-recognized status until 1983.
Accordingly, the Secretary is obliged to make a determination as to whether the Tribe was
under federal jurisdiction in 1934 before the Secretary can approve the Application. The City
reserves the right to challenge the Tribe's satisfaction of this fundamental requirement.
3.

Project Description/Proposed Land Use:

The Application must specify the purposes for which the land proposed for acquisition will
be used, and the Secretary will consider the proposed purposes along with the other criteria
to be considered in evaluating requests for acquisition of land in trust- IO
Under the headings "Tribal Need" and "Purpose For Which The Land Will Be Used," the
Application states the Tribe's intention to establish "a gaming facility" on the proposed trust
land. The Application then cites proposed new programs relating to housing services, a
child care center, tribal offices, and a cultural program, among other anticipated uses of
projected revenue. According to the Application, "the Tribe intends to develop and operate
a gaming facility .,. as well as associated Tribal infrastructure" on the property, and "the
specific nature of the Tribe's anticipated use of the Property is more fully described in the
proposed ... DEIS." Given the Tribe's use of both upper case "Property" and lower case
"property" within a single paragraph, the City cannot discern where these auxiliary uses will
be located. Furthermore, proposed uses such as a child care center have not been analyzed
either in the Application or the DEIS.
In contrast, the Notice, in keeping with the DEIS, describes the proposed Project as "a
casino, hotel, convention center, entertainment center and other ancillary facilities." The
DEIS does not analyze such uses as housing, a child care center or a cultural center, or the
possible acquisition of additional land for such programs with revenue from the gaming
facility. The proposed uses of the land sought to be acquired in trust must be clarified
before the Secretary can evaluate the Application, and the DEIS should be revised and

9

Carden v. Salazar (2009) 129 S. Ct. 1058, 1063

10

25 CFR §151.10(c)
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recirculated as necessary to address any aspects of the proposed Project, such as housing, a
child care center or cultural center or other facilities, not already considered in the Project
environmental analysis. The City reserves its right to comment on such facilities, and such
environmental analysis, once the Application has been revised to accurately reflect the
proposed uses.
4.

Current Use/Taxes and Zoning:

According to the Tribe, in 2008 the City received $800 in property taxes for the one parcel
proposed for acquisition that is currently located within City limits (116-310-020). The Tribe
states that any lost property tax revenue will be more than offset by the estimated "indirect
business revenues" from construction and operation of a casino. The Tribe acknowledges,
however, that the City will not receive any sales tax revenue from the gaming facility. Nor
will the City receive any transient occupancy tax revenue from the proposed hotel. Nor has
the Tribe provided sufficient factual information or analysis to demonstrate that the negative
fmancial impacts of the Project, which are not limited to loss of property tax revenue, as
discussed above, will be offset by positive financial effects. On the contrary, the opposite is
the case, as can be seen from the following discussion.
The DEIS estimates that construction of the Project will cost $319,600,000 and generate
1,065 jobs (based on .Alternative A). However, the DEIS also indicates that Project
construction will be complete after approximately 24-28 months. Therefore, the
construction-related employment benefits of the Project will be short-lived.
The DEIS estimates $179,800,000 in annual Project operations revenues: $155,900,000
from gambling, $12,100,000 from food and beverage sales, $1,800,000 from retail,
$8,100,000 from lodging, and $1,900,000 from entertainment. However, the DEIS
acknowledges that siguificant amounts of each revenue category will come from existing
Sonoma County residents, or be "cannibalized" from existing businesses. From the
standpoint of existing City businesses and their role in the City's economy, the Project's
absorption of existing local business is an extremely negative economic impact, particularly
given the Project's size in comparison with existing City businesses. Worse, the negative
impact on the City's economy is compounded, because cannibalization of local sales by the
Project shifts revenue from existing businesses that generate sales and transient occupancy
tax revenues that fund City services, to the Project, which would not generate local tax
revenue. The Project would not generate property tax, and Project revenues would not
generate sales tax or transient occupancy tax.
The DEIS estimates that 23% of annual casino revenues, 42% of annual hotel revenues, and
32% of annual entertainment center revenues will be "cannibalized." The market study
prepared for the DEIS has not been made available, so it is impossible for the City to
determine the basis for concluding that the Project would shift $35,900,000 in annual casino
revenue from the Dry Creek Rancheria in Healdsburg, even though the Dry Creek Rancheria
is significantly closer to Bay Area population centers. It is also impossible to determine the
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effect of the planned Graton Rancheria casino, which would be closer still to Bay Area
population centers, and which now has an approved gaming compact, (although the
compact is currently subject to court challenge) on Project revenue assumptions.
Nonetheless, it can be seen from the DEIS economic analysis that the Project would
cannibalize an estimated $7,625,000 annually from existing businesses: $3,402,000 annually
in local lodging sales, $3,163,000 annually in local food and beverage sales, $452,000 annually
in local retail sales, and $608,000 annually in local entertainment sales. The DEIS concludes
that the Project would have a net positive effect on the Sonoma due to an estimated
$137,100,000 in new annual sales, and that therefore no mitigation is required under NEPA.
However, the DEIS primarily considers the economic impacts of the Project on a countywide basis, and therefore fails to consider the profound impact the Project would have on
the City's economy. The DEIS cannibalization estimates are county-County economy wide,
and not limited to Cloverdale. Nonetheless, given the magnitude of the cannibalization
projected in the DEIS, and the City's proximity to the Project, there is no doubt that Project
cannibalization of existing business would be particularly significant in Cloverdale. It is
instructive to consider Project cannibalization estimates in comparison with the sales volume
of relevant Cloverdale business sectors, to gain a sense of how overwhelming Project
cannibalization impacts on the City could be. For example, the DEIS estimates that the
Project would annually cannibalize $6,565,000 from existing accommodation and food and
beverage providers. The 2010 census data indicates City annual accommodation and food
service sales of $7,023,000. That amount is just $458,000 higher than the estimated Project
cannibalization from accommodation, food and beverage providers. How many local hotel
or restaurant businesses could survive the Project? It is absurd to conclude that the only
economic impact of the Project on the City is beneficial, and that no mitigation is required,
given the data in the DEIS itself, incomplete though it is, concerning foreseeable impacts on
the City's economy.
The DEIS includes estimates of longer-term operational employment (as opposed to shortterm construction employment) that would result from the Project. According to the DEIS,
Project Alternative A would produce 1,610 jobs, approximately 1,225 of which would be
new as opposed to cannibalized jobs from existing businesses. It is important to note that
94% of the operations jobs generated by the Project would be low-paying administrative and
service jobs paying about $14.15 per hour. The highest non-management annual salary listed
is $27,980, for security workers. The lowest annual salaries listed are in sales, at $23,640.
The vast majority of long-term employment opportunities created by the Project would be
low-paying jobs, barely providing a living wage. According to 2010 U.S. Census data, the
per-capita income in Cloverdale for the period 2006-2010 was $26,725, and the median
household income in Cloverdale for the same period was $54,309. Sonoma County data for
the same period give a per-capita income of $32,597, and a median household income of
$63,274. This means that almost all of the jobs created by the Project would fall in a range
below or just slightly above the Cloverdale per-capita income for 2006-2010, and
significantly below the Sonoma County median income for the same period. The Project
would not produce high-paying jobs. Instead it would add more than 1,000 jobs barely
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earning a living wage. Further, these salary comparisons show that the low per-capita
incomes that already exist in Cloverdale in comparison with the rest of Sonoma County
would be perpetuated and exacerbated as a result of the Project. That is why the City policy
of maintaining the industrial designation for the land sought for acquisition in trust is such
an important one, so as to foster higher paying jobs to enhance the City's economic future.
That is also why the loss of the industrial designated land to the Project, which would
cannibalize City business revenue, and yield mostly low-paying jobs well below County percapita incomes, would be so tragic.
The Project DEIS economic data shows that the foreseeable economic impacts of the
Project on the City's economy are negative, not positive. Project sales would threaten, if not
eradicate, some local business sectors, without contributing to local taxes to fund essential
government services, even though the Project would negatively impact essential government
services, such as law enforcement services, among others. The DEIS economic data also
shows that in repurposing land designated for industrial uses, the Project would create
primarily low-paying jobs, and not the more desirable, higher paid positions that could be
anticipated from the industrial uses for which the City has reserved the property proposed
for acquisition. As is clear from even the limited information in the Project DEIS, the
Project would derail the City's economic present and future.
5.

Jurisdictional Issues

As the Application acknowledges, acquisition of the Project land into trust for the benefit of
the Tribe would remove the land from state and local jurisdiction for purposes of land use
and other laws. However, with regard to potential land use conflicts and other jurisdictional
issues that might arise following acquisition in trust, the Application concludes that the
proposed casino and related uses do not represent a substantial departure from present land
use laws. l1 In accordance with the discussion above, this conclusion in the Application is
simply false. The departure of the proposed use from the current City land use designations,
and their objectives, is extreme. There is no substantive support in the Application for the
assertion that any difference between the casino and related uses and the existing land use
laws will be mitigated to ensure that Tribal laws will address the substantive provisions of
current county and local laws. This unsupported assertion in the Application provides no
reassurance. There would be no requirement that the Tribe legislate consistent with existing
local land use laws after the land proposed for acquisition is removed from state and local
land use jurisdiction. Further, doing so would make little sense where the proposed casino
and related uses are in such extreme conflict with existing City land use pplicies, as discussed
above.
The Tribe asserts that law enforcement services following acquisition in trust would
continue to be a responsibility of the City's Police Department. However, that is incorrect.
11

25 CFR § 151.10(f).
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The City would lack criminal jurisdiction concerning the trust land pursuant to Public Law
83-280. Public Law 83-280 established state criminal law jurisdiction over tribal lands in
California. Nonetheless, the Project would have significant law enforcement impacts in the
City's jurisdiction outside the trust land that would have the effect of reducing the
responsiveness of law enforcement services in the City and/ or increasing the City's law
enforcement costs if not adequately addressed to mitigate the Project's law enforcement
impacts on the City.
The City is a small community, with a population of about 8,618, and is not contiguous to a
larger city.!2 As a result, the City is fortunate to have a relatively low crime rate. Over the
past three years, the City averaged 13,500 calls for police services per year, of which only
about 2% would be considered serious crimes. Even these more serious crimes are
predominately thefts and assaults. The Project would not only result in increased calls for
police services, but would also increase the frequency of more serious crimes, such as DUls,
drunk and disorderly conduct, and assaults.
The DEIS indicates that the Project would create the need for an additional police officer to
adequately provide public safety services to the community, and recommends that the City
and the Tribe enter a service contract and that theTribe fund its fair share of needed new
police facilities. The City disagrees with the DEIS recommendation that only 1 additional
police officer would be sufficient for the increased need for police services resulting from
the Project. The City has consistently maintained that at least 2.3 new officer positions
would be required as a result of increased calls for service due to the Project. Moreover, the
Application makes no mention of the need for additional police officers created by the
Project, or even of the recommendation in the DEIS, and appears to simply assume that the
City must continue to provide law enforcement services. As a result, the discussion in the
Application concerning jurisdictional problems that may result from the proposed
acquisition of trust land is completely inadequate. Despite its many problems, even the
DEIS acknowledges that the Project would have significant law enforcement impacts on the
City that would require mitigation. The Application is silent on how the Tribe plans to
address these significant, jurisdictional problems that would result from acquisition of the
Project land in trust for the Tribe.
6.

Impact on Services Currently Provided by the BIA

The City is unable to assess the additional responsibilities to the Bureau of Indian Affairs
resulting from the acquisition in trust. 13

!2 2010 Census data.
13

25 CFR § 151.10(g).
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7.

NEPA Compliance Documentation

As noted, the City has provided extensive comments on the DEIS and awaits an opportunity
to review and comment on the FEIS, which has not yet been released, in order to evaluate
whether the City's concerns have been adequately addressed by proposed mitigation
measures. A copy of the City'S October 19, 2010 comment letter concerning the DEIS is
attached. At present the City is unable to agree that the Tribe has provided sufficient
information to allow the Secretary to comply with NEPA Implementing Procedures. 14
8.

Business Plan

Concerning the requirement that the Tribe provide a plan that specifies the anticipated
economic benefits from use of the land proposed to be acquired in trust, the City is unable
to comment on the Tribe's proposed business plan, which remains confidential, except to
note that the unavailability of the business plan for public comment severely hampers the
ability of government entities that would be impacted by the Project, such as the City, to
adequately analyze Project impacts, and engage in meaningful discussion with the Tribe
concerning such impacts. IS
However, we also note the assertion contained in the Application that the gaming facility
"will be appropriately sized, and designed to be aesthetically compatible with the
surrounding environment." Concerning the size of the proposed Project, the assertion is
ludicrous. Even from the limited information that has been made available concerning the
Project, it can easily be seen that the proposed Project is a behemoth, completely out of scale
for its location, the City and surrounding environment. The foreseeable disasttous impacts
of the Project on the City's economy have been discussed above, and are very much a
function of the gargantuan scope of the Project. It can be no accident that the DEIS
analyzes the Project impacts primarily in terms of their impact on the entire county, since
analysis focused on City impacts clearly shows that the Project is completely
disproportionate to the City. As is discussed above, the amounts of annual Project revenue
cannibalization calculated in the DEIS nearly equal the corresponding total annual City
business revenue for certain services. The unsupportable assertion in the Application
notwithstanding, the proposed Project is anything but appropriately sized.
Concerning Project aesthetics, there is insufficient publicly available Project information to
adequately address Project design. A very limited amount of what appear. to be Project
design renderings have been made publicly available, but no Project layouts or plans other
than the general conceptual layout are included in the Application.

14

25 CFR § 151.10(h).

IS

25 CFR § 11(c).
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The Application correctly notes that the proposed Project site is in close proximity to City
water and wastewater utilities. In addition, the Application anticipates that the Tribe and the
City will sign services MOUs, and refers to the stand-alone Tribal utility services alternative
mentioned in the DEIS. However, the City lacks sufficient Project information to assess
whether City water and wastewater facilities could accommodate the Project, and what the
cost and other impacts would be if so. The Secretary similarly lacks this information, since it
is not included in either the DEIS or the Application. Also, although there is some cursory
analysis of potential stand-alone, Tribal water and wastewater facilities in the DEIS, there is
no discussion of the impact of such facilities on the City'S nearby well fields adjacent to the
Russian River, or on the City's nearby wastewater treatment facilities.
9.

Mitigation Actions the Tribe Plans to Reduce Adverse Impacts

The Tribe notes in the Application that it foresees no adverse impacts from removing the
property sought as trust land from state and local land use and regulatory jurisdiction, even
though the Project record, while incomplete, clearly includes numerous examples of adverse,
unmitigated impacts, particularly adverse impacts on the City, as discussed above.
10.

Title Requirements

The Application asserts that all of the land sought to be placed in trust has been acquired by
End to End Enterprises. However, as we have noted above, it is clear that not all of the
land described in the Application as proposed for trust acquisition has been obtained. At a
minimum, the City owns parcel 116-310-080 (part of the land identified in the Application as
parcel 116-310-044). Also, it appears that parcel 116-310-020 is owned by Ruiz. Clearly, the
property identified in the Application cannot be transferred to the United States "free and
clear of all liens." (See also the discussion above regarding encumbrances for existing City
facilities that cannot be extinguished.)
V.

Additional, Unmitigated Economic Impacts of the Proposed Acquisition and
Project

In addition to the discussion, above, concerning Application deficiencies regarding legal
requirements for the proposed acquisition in trust, in the following we address some of the
major, foreseeable economic impacts related to inadequacies in the Project environmental
analysis that the City has already identified and addressed to the Bureau. Virtually all of the
inadequacies in the Project environmental analysis that the City has addressed in prior
comments have economic as well as environmental impacts. Accordingly, we have attached
to and hereby incorporate in this letter a copy of the City'S comments on the DEIS that
were submitted to the Bureau on October 19, 2010 concerning economic impacts the
Project would have on the City that are not otherwise discussed in detail in this letter.
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1.

Questionable Project Viability, Potential for Blight Due to Project
Failure

The DEIS fails to evaluate potential impacts on the City if the Project fails to perform as
intended. As discussed above, the DEIS concludes that all socioeconomic impacts of the
Project will be beneficial. However, potential economic failure of the project may be a real
possibility given the Project's gargantuan scope, and the apparent failure of the DEIS to
realistically consider the foreseeable financial impacts on the Project of nearby existing and
planned casinos. The D EIS assumes that the Project will take market share from the
existing Dry Creek casino, and the planned Graton Rancheria casino /hotel/ conference
center. This assumption has not been supported by any analysis in the record concerning
the Project, and is contradicted by the history of casino projects in Mendocino and Sonoma
County. Both the Dry Creek and Graton casinos are south of the proposed Project on
Highway 101. Historically, casino projects that are more southerly along Highway 101, and
closer to Bay Area population centers, have taken market share or "cannibalized" sales from
more northerly casinos. When the Dry Creek Rancheria in Healdsburg opened, it had
significant, negative impacts on revenues of the Hopland casino to the north.
The planned Graton Rancheria casino/hotel/ conference center is a project similar in size
and scope to the proposed Project that would be located south of the proposed Project and
south of the Dry Creek Rancheria. In addition, the planned Graton project already has land
accepted in trust and an approved gaming compact with the state (although the compact is
the subject of litigation). It appears at least plausible that if the Tribe is able to cure the
substantive defects in the Application, have land accepted in trust for the Tribe's benefit and
proceed with the Project, the Project would be preceded by the Graton project. If so,
potential Project customers would be required to drive north for about an hour on Highway
101 past not one but two casinos before visiting the proposed project. (The DEIS
acknowledges that 90% of the anticipated visitors to the Project would come from the
population centers to the south.) Moreover, about 15 minutes by car to the north of the
proposed Project is the Hopland casino, and about 30 minutes by car to the north is a Ukiah
casino. Consequently, it is unlikely that the proposed project would draw significant
numbers of customers from the existing, nearby casinos to the north.
It is unclear from the Project record how the Project will sustainably draw away from other

casinos closer to population centers to the south a sufficient share of the estimated 369,400
customers within 50 miles of the Project to so as to make the project financially viable.
However, it is clear that the DEIS does not consider the potential impacts on the City and
the surrounding area of potential failure of the project, including such impacts as visual
blight from unused, underused or incomplete Project facilities, including water and
wastewater facilities. The Project market study should be made publicly available so the
soundness of the Project financial assumptions can be adequately assessed, and the Project
environmental documents should be supplemented and recirculated to address potential
impacts of Project failure on the City and the surrounding area.
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2.

Unclear Availability of Water and Wastewater Services

The DEIS analysis of both the municipal option for providing Project water and waste water
requirements, and the on-site option, are fundamentally inadequate. Besides significant,
foreseeable environmental impacts that are not adequately addressed in the DEIS (see the
City's October 19, 2010 comments, attached), either option could have significant economic
impacts on the City.
Concerning the municipal option, accommodating water volumes needed to serve the
Project, in addition to requiring a new 16 inch water main along Asti Road, as identified in
the DEIS, would likely require significantly increased water storage capacity to serve the
Project and still satisfy required fire protection flows. Accommodating waste water volumes
needed to serve the Project, despite assertions to the contrary in the DEIS, would require
up sizing of waste water mains between the Project and the City facilities. More importantly,
the DEIS does not address whether City water production volumes and waste water
processing capacity are even capable of accommodating the Project, both in terms of the
physical capacity of these facilities and in terms of their permitted capacities under existing
permits and regulatory requirements. As well, the DEIS does not consider the economic
impact on the City of absorbing critical water and wastewater capacity needed to serve the
projected build out population in the City's General Plan on the City's economic future.
The long term effect on the City may be inability for the City, and its economy, to grow in
accordance with General Plan projections. Because of the lack of adequate information
concerning the project water and wastewater utility needs, and of any serious or substantive
communications from the Tribe concerning the Project requirements for a potential
municipal water and waste water option, the feasibility of such an option and the full extent
of the potential impacts on the City cannot be determined at this time.
Concerning the on-site option, the DEIS does not adequately assess the potential impact on
existing ground water supplies of utilizing ground water to serve the Project. The DEIS
addresses neither potential subsidence due to overdraft of the ground water basin, nor
potential impact on the production capacity and/or water quality of the City's nearby well
fields. In addition, the DEIS does not address how ground water wells and waste treatment
facilities in such close proximity will avoid increased groundwater contamination and water
quality degradation. Finally, the DEIS acknowledges that the on-site option includes
construction of water and wastewater facilities in the 100 year flood plain, making existing,
critical City utilities (and Tribe water and waste water facilities) susceptible to flooding,
effluent discharge, etc., without any proposed mitigation.
These considerations involve fundamental questions about feasibility of the water and
wastewater facilities options identified to serve the Project. Not only do they raise questions
about the viability of the Project itself, they underscore the potential for drastic impacts on
the City due to potential absorption of City's available source of future water supply and
waste water processing capacity, reduction in City water production capacity, and reduction
in City water quality. The Project's utility needs and the inadequate related consideration
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contained in the record are another example of the Project essentially appropriating the
City's economic future while characterizing that impact as positive.
4.

Lack of Available Housing, Transportation for Project Employees

The DEIS concludes, completely unrealistically, that virtually none of the 1,600 employees
that the Project would add would reside in the City and the immediate vicinity, and that
instead all would commute from elsewhere, mostly from Santa Rosa and Rohnert Park.
Accordingly, the DEIS asserts that there will be little impact on the City's housing. In order
to reach this conclusion, the DEIS reasons that Project employees will be able to commute
to the Project via bus, or the Sonoma-Marin Area Rail Transit ("SMART") train service.
However, as we have already shown in our comments on the DEIS, there is simply
insufficient bus service in Sonoma County to serve such a large number of employees for a
facility that is open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Also, SMART service is not projected to
be available until 2014 at the earliest, and in its first phase the train is not planned to reach
Cloverdale. In addition to being contradicted by the realities of available transit
opportunities, the DEIS transportation analysis is also internally inconsistent. It assumes
that most Project employees would live in Santa Rosa and Rohnert Park, and that almost 90
% of the housing for Project employees would be located in unincorporated parts of
Sonoma County, and that existing mass transit will be sufficient to serve Project employees
commuting to work from unincorporated areas (even though the limited available mass
transit opportunities are mostly focused in the more populated parts of the county).
The DEIS analysis of Project employee housing and transportation makes litrle sense.
Given the facts of the estimated number of Project employees, limited available mass transit
service, day and night hours of Project operations, and the cost of living in and commuting
from outlying areas, clearly most of the Project employees would ultimately seek to reside in
the City and nearby areas. This would mean that the Project could supply most or all of the
future City residents anticipated in the City's General Plan at build out, more than 90% of
whom would be low-paid workers. However, available housing in the City is insufficient to
absorb such an influx. Census housing data for 2006 to 2010 for the City estimates 227
vacant housing units, and vacancy rates of 5.4% for homeowners and 3.6% for renters.
The DEIS attempts to avoid major workforce housing and transportation problems that the
Project would create with patently inadequate, inconsistent data and analysis. The project
record supports that the City can anticipate major housing impacts and strain, and major
transportation impacts, if the Application is approved and the Project proceeds. Further, the
employment data in the DEIS shows that employee housing is another element of the
proposed Project that City decision makers and citizens can anticipate would essentially
usurp the brighter economic future envisioned in the City'S General Plan.
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VI.

Conclusion

In the Application, the Tribe maintains that it foresees no adverse impacts from the
acquisition of land identified in the Application in trust for the Tribe, and removal of the
land from state and local land use and other regulatory jurisdiction. Although the
Application and the DEIS for the Project lack critical information and analysis needed to
fully assess the Project impacts, it is clear from the DEIS that the Project would result in
numerous, major, negative impacts on the City and its economy. Most such impacts relate
to the proposed location of the Project on the majority of the developable land designated
for industrial use in the City's General Plan, and removal of such land from the City's
planning authority, and the sheer overwhelming size and scope of the Project, and the
corresponding impacts it would have on local natural resources, government services, on
local businesses, and on the local economy.
In addition, the Application fails to satisfy important regulatory requirements necessary for
the Secretary to approve acquisition of the land in trust for the Tribe. These procedural
inadequacies include the failure to accurately identify the land proposed for acquisition, and
failure to obtain the land proposed for acquisition.
Since the City, other affected government agencies, and the public have been unable to
review and comment on the Project FEIS, and therefore do not know and have been unable
to address how the Tribe proposes to treat the many problems already identified in Project
NEPA documents, the City respectfully urges that the Secretary should take no action on the
Application until the FEIS has been circulated and the comment period closed. In addition,
based on the Project information that has been disclosed so far, the City opposes approval
of the Application for all the reasons identified above. The City believes that the current
Project record, incomplete as it is, strongly supports denial of the Application. The
Application pits the Project and economic development of the Tribe against the.economic
health and sustainability of the City, and makes little serious effort to reconcile the two. If
the Secretary will not defer acting on the Application until the FEIS has been made available
and the comment period closed, the City strongly encourages the Secretary to deny the
Application, which is the only action supported by the current record.

Eric W. Danly
Cloverdale City Attorney

EWD:RPD
Attachments
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County of Sonoma Comments on Cloverdale Rancheria of Porno Indians
Fee-to-Trust Application

Dear Ms. Dutschke:
Attached please find the comments of the County of Sonoma on the Application for
(Gaming) Land Acquisition submitted by the Cloverdale Rancheria of Porno Indians of California.
The County of Sonoma thanks the Bureau of Indian Affairs for the opportunity to review and
comment on the Application. The County also looks forward to working with the Bureau and the
Tribe to address the issues raised in the County' s comments.
Please contact me at (707) 565-6007, if you have any questions or concerns ab0.!!S the
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attached comments.
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County of Sonoma's Comments on Cloverdale Rancheria Trust Application

I.

INTRODUCTION

The County of Sonoma appreciates the purpose behind the federal fee to trust land
process and the desire of the Cloverdale Rancheria ofPomo Indians of California ("Tribe") to
take land into trust to support its self sufficiency and exercise of sovereignty. However, the
present Application by the Tribe to Take Land into Trust for Gaming Purposes ("Application") is
fundamentally flawed on both a substantive and procedural basis and must be denied. I The
Application, to take land into trust for a massive resort-casino development, must be rejected
due to pervasive deficiencies, including but not limited to that: I) the proposal applies the wrong
regulatory criteria to some of the parcels; 2) correct application of the criteria demonstrate that
the proposal does not qualify for trust status; 3) due process was violated, to the prejudice of the
public, as the Application did not clearly identify the land subject to the proposed action and all
affected parties did not receive notice; 4) the Application violates the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) in that a complete environmental analysis was not completed prior to the
finalization and service of the Application; 5) the project would create significant negative
environmental, financial, social, and jurisdictional impacts to the local community, which are
presently unmitigated and weigh heavily against acceptance of the land into trust for gaming; 6)
the Application wrongly implicitly assumes that the fundamental conflicts of the land's
encumbrance by a Williamson Act (Agricultural Preservation) contract can be overcome by
taking the land into trust; and 6) the Tribe has failed to affirmatively demonstrate that the
Secretary has the legal authority to accept the land into trust on its behalf. The Secretary,
therefore, cannot legally approve the Application for the substantive and procedural reasons
identified in these Comments.

II.

TRIBE'S PROPOSAL

The Property is located in northern Sonoma County east of the City of Cloverdale, and
partially within the city limits of Cloverdale. The Property is bisected by a railroad right-of-way,
and flanked on the east by the Russian River 2 and on the west by U.S. Highway 101 , the major
highway linking California, Oregon, and Washington. To the east, the Property is zoned Land
Intensive Agriculture (L1A), and is restricted by a Williamson Act contract, which requires that
the land be devoted to an agricultural use. To the west, the property lies within the
unincorporated portion of the County's jurisdiction and is zoned Rural Residential, with a
Limited Industrial General Plan designation, a designation which would not allow the type of
intensive visitor serving use proposed by the Tribe.
On or about April 16, 2012, the County of Sonoma ("County"), through its Board of Supervisors, received
Notice of (Gaming) Land Acquisition Application ("Notice") issued by the Bureau of Indian Affairs ("BIA") on
behalf of the Tribe to take an amount of (not clearly identified) land into trust (the "Property"). The County
subsequently obtained a copy of the Tribe's Application to Acquire Land in the Name of the United States for the
Cloverdale Rancheria of Porno Indians of California ("Application"), and exhibits A-E, L, M, & Q to the
Application. The BIA granted the County an extension of time to respond to the Notice, up to and including June
14,2005. Previously, on or about October 20,2010, the County of Sonoma submitted comments on the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS), for which the acquisition and planned casino project was issued. At the
time these comments were prepared, the final EIS had not issued.
,
The Russian River is a "navigable water of the United States," under the Clean Water Act. Northern
California River Watch v. City oj Healdsburg, (C.A. 9 (Cal.) 552 U.S. I 180.
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The Application briefly states the Tribe's intent to develop and operate a gaming facility
on the property as well as "associated Tribal infrastructure." It then refers to the DEIS for a
more detailed description of the Tribe's anticipated use of the Property. The DEIS describes
construction and operation of development totaling approximately 600,000 square feet, and
including a casino, hotel, convention center, entertainment center, food and beverage facilities,
resort support facilities, tribal government building, and surface and garage parking facilities.
The casino-resort is proposed to have approximately 2,000 slots and 45 tables, with a five-story ,
244-room hotel, 984 seats of food and beverage facilities; a 984-seat convention center; a 1,300
seat entertainment center; and a four-to-five-story parking garage. The project also proposes, if
the City and Tribe do not reach an agreement for wastewater services, the development of onsite
wastewater treatment plant, treatment ponds, and sprayfields on parcels under Williamson Act
contracts. The Application is unclear if the Tribe will also use the Property for housing, a child
care center, or a cultural center - three things for which the Tribe describes as a present need.

III.

THE APPLICATION APPLIES THE WRONG REGULATORY CRITERIA
A.

Wrong Standard Applied to Some of the Parcels Proposed for Acquisition.

In exercising its discretion in approving a fee to trust proposal the Department of Interior
is bound by the regulatory criteria set forth in 25 C.F.R. § 15!.1l for Off-Reservation
acquisitions and 25 C.F.R. § 151.10 for properties within or directly contiguous to existing trust
land. The difference between the two sets of criteria is significant. For example, under 25
C.F.R. 151.1 I (c), the Tribe is required to provide a "plan which specifies the anticipated
economic benefits associated with the proposed [business1use. ,,3
The Notice of Application does not clearly identify the criteria applicable to the BIA's
decision for each parcel under review. Moreover, the Application itself fails to apply the correct
criteria under 25 C.F.R. § 15!.ll, by implying that some of the parcels are subject to the lesser
standard for acquisition found at 25 C.F.R §151.10, when in fact all of the parcels are subject to
the heightened scrutiny and criteria found at 25 C.F.R. §151.1!. In addition, as a result ofthis
misapplication of the appropriate standard, the Tribe's Application does not mention or address
the additional criteria under § 151.11, at subdivisions (b) (greater weight to local government
concerns) or (c) (plan specifying anticipated economic benefits associated with proposed
business use), and is materially deficient for that reason. This is a fatal flaw in the Application.
None of the six parcels proposed for acquisition are adjacent to an existing reservation or
existing trust land, and the proposed acquisition is not mandated. For those reasons, the entire
proposed acquisition should have been treated as an "off-reservation," acquisition under 25
C.F.R. §151.1!. While three of the six proposed parcels are adjacent to land that used to be the
Cloverdale Rancheria, they nonetheless are not adjacent to a current reservation and their
Additionally, under 25 C.F.R. 151.11 (b) the distance to the "tribe' s reservation," shall be considered, and
as the distance between the land to be acquired and the reservation increases, the Secretary shall give greater
scrutiny to the tribe's justification of anticipated benefits from the acquisition, and the Secretary shall give greater
weight to the concerns raised by local government under subsection (d) of25 C.F.R. § 151,11 .
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proposed acquisition should be subject to 25 C.F.R § 151.11. The Notice states that it was issued
pursuant to 25 C.F.R. §151.10 and §151.11, but does not indicate which parcels the BIA
considers subject to § 151.10 and which parcels it considers subject to § 151.11. In any event,
since there is no current reservation, any request to have land taken into trust by the Tribe will be
subject to § 151.11 , and the Application and Notice of Application are inadequate for failing to
identify and address these requirements. Therefore on its face, the Application fails to address
all of the required criteria under § 151.11, and cannot support a decision to take the land into
trust.

B.

Application's Analysis under Section 151.11(c) (Economic Benefits to Tribe)
is Omitted.

Even when the Application acknowledges that 25 C.F.R. §151.11 applies, it omits
analysis of key criterion. For example, the Application at page 9 acknowledges the criteria at
§ 151.11 (c), which requires the tribe to define the economic benefits justifying the trust
acquisition, and references a business plan specifying the anticipated economic benefits
associated with the casino project at Exhibit 0, however, no analysis is provided. Exhibit 0 (as
well as Exhibit P) was designated as confidential and the County was unable to obtain a copy.
The County requests a copy of Exhibits 0 and P, under the Freedom ofInforrnation Act. Public
availability and review of the Tribe's business plan and analysis of economic benefits is
particularly important as, at the time the Tribe submitted its Application, there was only one
casino in Sonoma County, operated by the Dry Creek Band of Porno Indians. Now, the
Federated Indians of the Graton Rancheria has obtained land in trust for gaming and is
constructing a casino resort near Rohnert Park, less than 36 miles south of the proposed
Cloverdale Rancheria site, and within the same Highway 101 corridor. It is unknown ifthe
business plan addresses competition from Graton or other recently developed casinos in
neighboring Lake and Mendocino counties, or otherwise addresses the economic viability of a
gaming operation in the proposed location.4
The viability of the presently proposed casino by the Cloverdale Rancheria must be
analyzed in light of the existing field of competing casinos in the region. Moreover, the Tribe ' s
Application argues that various indirect economic benefits ' off-set' loss tax revenue, but the
County is unable to evaluate this statement absent access to an analysis of predicted economic
benefits. Failure to analyze this key requirement requires rejection of the Application or, at a
minimum, the Department should not take action until the County has had an opportunity to
review and provide supplemental comments on this important section.

IV.

THE APPLICATION DOES NOT MEET THE REGULATORY REQUIRMENTS
TO SUPPORT ACCEPTANCE OF LAND INTO TRUST
A.

Application Fails to Demonstrate Secretary's Authority to take Land into
Trust (25 C.F.R. § 151.11 (a), referencing §IS1.10(a).).

Casinos in Lake County: Konocti Vista Casino, Robinson Rancheria Casino, Running Creek Casino, Twin
Pine Casino. Casinos in Mendocino County: Slack Sart Casino, Coyote Valley Casino, Garcia River Casino,
Hopland Sho-Ka-Wah Casino, Red Fox Casino.
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1.

Application Fails To Affirmatively Demonstrate That Secretary Has
Authority To Take Land Into Trust Under Indian Reorganization
Act.

The Application cites 25 U.S.C. §465 and §220 as authority for its Application. The
Application asserts that the United States Supreme Court decision in Carderi v. Salazar, 555
U.S. 379, (Feb. 24, 2009), is inapplicable to the Cloverdale Rancheria. However, the
Application has not shown that it meets the judicially imposed criteria applicable to trust
applications under Carcieri v. Salazar, which requires an affirmative showing that the
Cloverdale Band ofPomo Indians was under federal jurisdiction at the time the Indian
Reorganization Act was passed in 1934. Exhibit B to the Application provides a 1921 legal
description and list of lands purchased for "California Indians," with moneys appropriated in by
the Acts of June 21, 1906 and June 8, 1908. The list identifies "Cloverdale," but no number of
Indians falling into that band. Evidence showing federal jurisdiction in 1934 is required under
Carcieri. The list of California Indians, the 1921 legal description, nor federal termination in
1958, sufficiently demonstrate that this requirement has been met. Moreover, the Application
has not met its burden under Carderi v. Salazar to show that the Secretary currently has
authority to accept the land into trust, and that the stipulated judgment in the Tillie Hardwick
case was legally adequate to confer federal recognition to the Tribe, following its termination
under the California Rancheria Act. For these reasons, the Tribe has not met its affirmative
burden to demonstrate that the Secretary has authority to accept the land into trust.
2.

Application Fails to Affirmatively Demonstrate that it Meets the
Department's Land Acquisition Policy.

The BIA's Land Acquisition Policy (25 C.F.R. § 151.3) provides that land may be
acquired for a tribe in trust status under the following conditions: 1) the property is located
within or adjacent to a tribe' s reservation; 2) the tribe owns an interest in the land; or 3) the
Secretary determines the land's acquisition is necessary to facilitate tribal self determination,
economic development, or Indian housing. The Tribe asserts that the second and third conditions
apply. However, the second prong is not satisfied as the Tribe does not presently own an interest
in any of the parcels. (See Discussion in Section IV.D.1 below.) Because the first condition
does not apply, as discussed earlier, only the third condition has possible application here. As
discussed above, due, in part, to misapplication of the regulatory criteria, the Tribe has not
provided sufficient analysis to demonstrate that this land acquisition will significantly further
economic development (as Indian housing is not proposed).

3.

Land is Encumbered by a Williamson Act Contract and Does Not
Have Clear Title to Support Trust Acquisition.

The ability to take the land into trust is also limited by the encumbrances on the Property
under the Williamson Act. Trust regulations, including 25 C.F.R. 151.13, essentially require
clear title on land subject to a trust acquisition. The Williamson Act, also known as the
California Land Conservation Act of 1965, is designed to protect the public interest by
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preserving agricultural land. (See Govt. Code § 51200 e/ seq.) It allows property owners to
enter contracts with local governments to voluntarily restrict the use oftheir land to agricultural
and compatible uses in exchange for lower property tax rates. The owner of the land is forbidden
from using the encumbered portion of the land for wastewater treatment purposes, or as any nonagricultural use or any use not expressly permitted in the County's Uniform Rules for
Agricultural Preserves, which are incorporated into the terms of each contract.
Williamson Act contracts initially include a ten-year term, but the contracts automatically
renew every year for another ten-year term. Property owners may terminate the contracts by
filing a notice of non-renewal that prevents the automatic extension. The notice of non-renewal
does not immediately terminate a contract, however, as the restriction continues in full force for
the remaining nine years. Property owners may also petition for immediate contract
cancellation, although this method may be used only in emergency or extraordinary situations
when the public interest no longer dictates contract enforcement. The rationale for the nonrenewal termination preference is, in part, that a long-term commitment to agricultural use
prevents short-term speculators and developers from taking advantage of low-cost Williamson
Act land. The cancellation procedure is rarely used; Sonoma County has not approved a
Williamson Act cancellation in more than twenty years. In some cases a contract may be
immediately rescinded in exchange for placing other equivalent land under an agricultural
conservation easement. Such an ' easement exchange,' requires that certain findings be made by
the County, and also requires State review and approval. Title 25 C.F.R. § 151.13 addresses
examination of title for the proposed land acquisition. For the Secretary to find that ownership
ofthe land is held as an "unrestricted" fee , as described in that section, the Williamson Act
contract restriction must be terminated, as described above. Until then the fee is restricted.
Williamson Act contracts run with the land and bind successors-in-interest. They are
recorded on the property title so successors are notified of the restrictions. By purchasing
Williamson Act land, the successors voluntarily agree to the contract terms until the contract
terminates . Until then, the Property remains restricted by the Williamson Act contract, even if
acquired in trust for the Tribe. The existence of the Williamson Act contract on approximately
fifty percent of the land included in the Application encumbers the title and makes it
inappropriate for trust and the purposes proposed by the Tribe.

B.

The Application Also Has Not Demonstrated:
1.
2.
3.

Need for Additional Land (25 C.F.R. § 151.11 (a), referencing § 151.10
(b)),
The Purposes for Which the Land Will Be Used (25 (25 C.F.R. §
151.11 (a), referencing § 151.10(c)), or
Compliance with 516 DM 6, appendix 4, NEPA Revised Implementing
Procedures, or 602 DM 2, Land Acquisitions: Hazardous Substances
Determinations (25 C.F.R. §151.11(a), referencing 151.10(h)).

The Tribe ' s stated needs for additional land raises questions about the purpose of the
proposed acquisition. As stated by the DEIS, and referenced by the Application, the land will be
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developed and used for a casino, hotel, convention center, entertainment center, food and
beverage facilities, resort support facilities, a tribal government building, and surface and garage
parking facilities. The Application also identifies a present need for tribal housing, child care
center, tribal administrative offices, and a cultural center to house the Tribe's history. With the
possible exception of tribal administrative offices that could be housed in the planned tribal
government building, none of these currently needed facilities are identified or analyzed in the
DEIS. The Tribe's Application states that the Tribe has 540 members, and if25% of them
require housing then that is 135 potential housing units. If the Tribe hopes to attract distant
members to the trust land, then even more potential housing units may be needed. Since use of
the Property or other additional land for housing, child care, and cultural center is reasonably
anticipated, but has not been described or analyzed in the Application or DEIS, the BIA does not
have full information about the future use of the Property.
To the extent the Tribe claims that it will not use any of the 60 to 80 acres of proposed
trust land to directly satisfy these fundamental tribal needs, then it is reasonably foreseeable that
the Tribe will seek to acquire additional land for trust status. In that case, the BIA should analyze
all reasonably foreseeable trust applications at the same time, with one environmental document,
in order to fully and meaningfully analyze the impacts to the surrounding community and local
government. A failure to do so creates a piecemeal approach that does not consider the
cumulative affect that multiple trust acquisitions and expansion of tribal uses may have on the
environment, local community, local government, and BIA resources. It also allows an
opportunity to analyze potentially conflicting uses at the same time. If the Tribe will not permit
tribal housing, child care center, or cultural center to be located on the Property, then that should
be clarified.
Given the statement of tribal need, the purposes and uses of the Property are potentially
far beyond the proposed casino resort analyzed in the DEIS, and include housing, a child care
center, and cultural center. These potential future uses must be thoroughly investigated before
the BIA may accept the Property into trust. (Vil/age of Ruidoso v. Albuquerque Director, BfA
(1998) 32 I.B.I.A. 130.) The Application should be supplemented and the DEIS revised and
recirculated to address the need for all reasonably anticipated uses of the land - or describe a
need for additional land - in order for the BIA to fulfill this duty.
Finally, the Tribe concedes in its DEIS that one of the purposes of the NEPA analysis
was to support the trust application. To date, the NEPA process has not been completed and, as
demonstrated in the County' s comments to the DEIS, was seriously flawed. By circulating the
Application prior to completion of the NEPA process, the Department has acted inappropriately
as well as placing itself out of compliance with its own guidelines. See 516 DM 6, appendix 4,
NEPA Revised Implementing Procedures, or 602 DM 2, Land Acquisitions: Hazardous
5
Substances Determinations (25 C.F.R. § l51.1l (a), referencing l51.1 O(h).

Page 9 of the Application indicates that, under "a separate cover, a Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(DEIS) has been prepared and submitted to the Bureau of Indian Affairs .... that will allow the Secretary to comply
with 516 DM 6 [NEPA] .... and 602 DM 2 [Hazardous Substances]." However, the Application does not explain
how the document, which is in draft form, allows the Secretary to comply with § 151.1 I (a), referencing § 151.1 O(h),
or otherwise satisfies either the NEPA or Hazardous Substances Determination requirements.
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C.

The Application Fails To Properly Analyze The Impact On The State And Its
Political Subdivisions Resulting From The Removal Of The Land From The
Tax Rolls (25 C.F.R. § 151.11(a), referencing §151.10(e».
1.

Impact to Taxes & Assessments.

The Application is required to analyze "the impact on the State and its political
subdivisions resulting from the removal of the land from the tax rolls." The Tribe incorrectly
states that removal of the Property from the tax rolls will have a "de minimus" effect and "not
likely to have any significant impact on the County." (Application at pg. 7.) The Tribe cites to
the total taxes collected by the County for FY 2008 to show that the taxes collected for 2009-10
are not significant. This analysis is not only misleading, but cites incorrect figures. The amount
of taxes allocated to the County's General Fund, for 2008-09 was $141 ,098,000 ($132,486,000
net after redevelopment contributions); and for 2009-10 it was $ 139,302,000 ($ I 3 I ,217,000 net
after redevelopment contributions). 6 The Tribe cites $250,770,000 as the amount of property
taxes collected by the County of Sonoma for fiscal year 2008 . The amount stated by the Tribe is
significantly higher than the amount the County actually received, and significantly lower than
the amount actually collected, which includes amounts collected on behalf of schools and other
entities.'
The Tribe also misrepresents how taxes are calculated and distributed, comparing the
total amount of taxes collected on the property, which include amounts distributed to multiple
agencies, special districts, and to debt service. See Attachment A for a breakdown of tax
distribution and allocation for the parcels.
If the Property is taken into trust, the County and State will suffer a material financial
impact every year, and every decade, unless and until the Property is ever removed from trust.
Over the ten-year life of the Williamson Act contract, to use just one measurement, the
jurisdictions will suffer an impact of between approximately $560,000 and $1,390,000,
depending on the market value of the property, and absent any new construction or changes of
ownership, both of which are events that trigger reassessment. The loss of between $560,000
and $1,390,000, or more, in tax revenue every decade, for all time, cannot fairly be called
immaterial.
The reason that the impact range is so dramatic is because three ofthe parcels (APNs
116-310-039, -035, and -040), went into what is known as Proposition 8 status in 2009, which is
when the current market value of a property dips below its factored base year value under
Proposition 13. Proposition 8 status is temporary. As the market recovers, the Assessor restores
value to the roll for the parcels, until they reach their factored base year value under Proposition
13. See Attachment B for a comparison of temporary Proposition 8 values to base year values.
The amount of total secured property taxes levied by the County for 2011-12 is estimated at $636,499,000,
for 20 10-11 the amount was $641 ,854,000; for 2009-10 the amount was $658,144,000; and for 2008-09 the amount
was $667,319,000. As demonstrated by Attachment A, many entities receive a portion of these revenues beyond the
County General Fund.

6

7

See footnote 6.
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The tax break conferred for the Williamson Act parcels in exchange for maintaining those
parcels in agricultural use, resulted in a more generous benefit than Proposition 8 status, and so
those parcels did not go into Proposition 8 status. APN 116-310-020, which is about 2.05 acres
is not in Proposition 8 status or the Williamson Act.
The impact of lost tax revenue will increase by approximately $200,000 per decade
following termination of the present Williamson Act contract. The contract depresses the
assessed value of two of the six parcels by a total of approximately $2,000,000. To compare, the
unrestricted factored base year values for the Williamson Act restricted parcels, APN 116-310005 and APN 116-310-079 (formerly a part of APN 116-310-044) for 2011-12 are $887,961 and
$1,914,735 respectively8; but their Williamson Act values for 2011 -12 are $321 ,568 and
$446,616 respectively. For both parcels, the difference is approximately $2 million in assessed
value and $20,000 per year in property taxes, without adjustments under Proposition 8 if
applicable. See Attachment B. The Tribe' s current plans for the Property, or an alternative
industrial or office use of the property, would require nonrenewal or termination of the contract.
If the land is in trust, and these plans are realized, the tax impact on the County and other
political subdivision would substantially increase.
Moreover, if the Property stays in County's taxing jurisdiction, then the County will
benefit over time from any reassessments triggered by changes in ownership of the property
and/or the construction of new improvements. If the Property is annexed to the City of
Cloverdale and developed at its highest and best use, for industrial and office uses 9 , recognizing
that the western parcels have more developable acreage than the eastern parcels, the County
projects that the land and improvements would be valued at over $56 million, which would
translate into $840,000 in property taxes (1 % tax rate) annually, not including direct charges or
special assessments. (See Attachment C for Assessor' s analysis and projection of value for
industrial and office use.) If the land is taken into trust, there will be no opportunity for the
property to be developed consistent with this highest and best use, and no opportunity for the
taxing agencies to realize corresponding increase in their tax base - an increase projected to be
10 to 20 times current values. As discussed below, the corresponding increased tax revenues are
used to support public services that directly and indirectly benefit the property.
To appreciate the true impact to the County of the loss ofland from its ad valorem tax
roll, one must look at the status of the Property over time, and at the lost opportunity for taxable
development of the Property. The current Application snapshot reveals five of six parcels that
are essentially undeveloped and have extremely reduced assessments due to the Williamson Act
or due to Proposition 8 temporary decline in market status. It is highly unlikely that the Property
will stay in that ultra-reduced assessment mode long term.

These unrestricted amounts represent the sum of unrestricted values for real property fixtures, land value,
structure value, and growing improvements, as shown at Attachment B.
,
It is established that leisure and hospitality jobs pay less than manufacturing and other types of light
industrial jobs. (See Attachment F for Sonoma County average pay across industries.) This is true even when
accounting for the high prevalence of part time leisure and hospitality workers, who are often denied benefits
including health coverage.
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The Secretary has specifically requested that the County identify the annual amount of
property taxes allocated to the County, and any governmental services currently provided by the
County. This information is detailed for each parcel for the current and last two tax years at
Attachment A. For 2009-10, the County General Fund received $37,629.98 (post-ERAF),
$15,248.01 for 2010-11, and $11,085.39 for 2011-10. As explained earlier, the decline over
these three years is due to the operation of Proposition 8, which is a temporary status. The
County currently provides local governmental services to all parcels in the unincorporated area.
These services include law enforcement and criminal justice, fire protection and other emergency
services, health and human services, and transportation and public works.

2.

Public Services to the Property.

Under 25 C.F.R. 151.11(a) and 151.1 O(e) the BIA must consider the impact on the
County from removal of the land from tax rolls, which in this case is not only the lost revenue
but also the adverse impact on government services. For the portion of the Property that is in the
unincorporated area of the County, the County will have an increased demand for services with
insufficient, and now reduced tax revenue to support. The impacts of Application approval
include those adverse service impacts identified below.
a.

Law Enforcement & Criminal Justice.

It is well established that California is a mandatory Public Law 280 state. Under P.L.
280, the Sonoma County Sheriff's Office has criminal jurisdiction and enforcement authority
over the land and activities on it. The services provided by the Sonoma County Sheriffs Office
are one aspect of the services provided by the criminal justice system, which also includes
SWAT, helicopter, and bomb squad services, as well as jail, district attorney, public defender,
and court services. The Sonoma County Sheriff's Office has repeatedly advised the Tribe that
the proposed project will adversely impact law enforcement services by increasing the volume of
calls for law enforcement services, the number of visitors to the area, response times, and crime
rates. If the project is completed, the Sheriff's Office would require additional funding for at
least one new 24-hour17 days per week patrol fixed post position. A fixed post position requires
at least six deputy sheriff allocations and overtime to cover the necessary shifts. Other divisions
of the criminal justice system, including the jail, district attorney, public defender, and courts
will be impacted relative to the number of offenders that enter the system as a result of conduct
on or related to the casino property. The analysis fails to show how these impacts have been
mitigated rather than aggravated by the loss of tax revenue.
b. Fire Protection & Other Emergency Services.
The Sonoma County Fire and Emergency Services Department is responsible for Fire
Code enforcement as related to new development on the Property. Cloverdale Fire Department,
(which was not on the distribution list for the Application Notice), currently provides fire
services to the Property. Special districts, including fire districts, are experiencing reductions in
funding and a corresponding reduction in personnel and capacity. The entire system is
overburdened. The Application is silent as to whether Cloverdale Fire Department has the
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capacity to provide services to the Property if developed consistent with the Tribe 's plans.
Given the unclear capacity of Cloverdale Fire and similar fire districts, and the responsibility of
County Service Area departments to provide mutual aide, the reduction of tax revenue further
impacts the County's ability to provide these critical life and safety services to the proposed trust
property.

c. Health & Human Services.
The County Departments of Health Services and Human Services are currently
responsible for services to the Property. However, because the land is primarily undeveloped, the
County Department of Health Services is not actively providing specific services to the Property.
If the property is developed as a resort casino, the areas of new demand for the Department of
Health Services are: problem and pathological gambling, alcohol-related problems, increased
domestic violence and sexual assault, indoor air quality - environmental tobacco smoke
exposure, food-borne illnesses, pool illness and safety hazards, emergency medical services
(EMS) impacts, inspection of business activities impacting health, and animal care and control
issues. The areas of concern for the Department of Human Services overlap in several areas
with those ofthe Department of Health Services, primarily regarding problem and pathological
gambling, alcohol-related problems, and increased domestic violence and sexual assault, as these
types of problems have a demonstrated connection to the safety of children, intimate partners,
and vulnerable adults, primarily seniors. See Ontario Problem Gambling Study, June 2007, in
which researchers studied 182 gamblers, with 62% of them self-reporting perpetration of a
physical assault on an intimate partner. Again, the impacts on public services are exacerbated
by the project which will also cause a decrease in current and future tax revenue.

d. Transportation & Public Works.
The Sonoma Department of Transportation and Public Works (DTPW) is presently
responsible for maintaining the portion of Asti Road that provides direct access to the proposed
project on the Property. The proposed acquisition presents significant transportation and traffic
related impacts that have not been mitigated. First, the region is woefully underserved by public
transportation. Adding a business that relies heavily on lower paid unskilled labor, many of
whom may be dependent on public transportation, not to mention customers who also may be
dependant on public transportation, will further and significantly impact these resources and the
public agencies that provide them. Second, DTPW has repeatedly commented, as early as April
2009, that a roundabout was the preferred and technically superior means of mitigating traffic
impacts created by the proposed development at the intersection of Asti Road and the main
casino-complex entrance, instead of the traffic signal recommended by the DEIS. DTPW
estimates the current cost to maintain and operate a signal system at a 3-legged intersection at
$200 per month. Third, impacts to Asti Road itself are anticipated based on the traffic numbers
reported in the DEIS. Increased demand for maintenance of Asti Road presents an additional
burden on the County. These tax and related impacts demonstrate that, without a clear binding
mitigation plan, the Secretary should exercise his discretion to deny the Application.
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D.

The Level Of Jurisdictional Problems And Potential Conflicts Of Land Use
Require That The Application Be Denied (25 C.F.R. § 151.11(a), referencing
25 C.F.R. § 151.10(f).

In considering the Application the Secretary must carefully consider the: "Jurisdictional
problems and potential conflicts ofland use which may arise." (25 C.F.R. § 151.11(a)
referencing 151.10(f).) As discussed both above and below, the direct and cumulative impacts of
placing a massive entertainment and lodging facility on this land would create serious
jurisdictional conflicts. Extensive planning efforts and tax concessions have gone into
maintaining the agricultural quality of eastern portion of the land. Similarly, for the western
portion of the land, the current zoning and General Plan designations were imposed to ensure
land uses consistent with community needs - high paying industrial jobs, agriculture, and
housing. Breach of these land use, zoning, and contractual protections would degrade both the
east and west sides, contradict the needs of the surrounding community, and threaten the
County's continuing efforts to protect farmland, and create opportunities for higher paying
industrial jobs and housing.

1.

Williamson Act Conflicts.

The Tribe's proposed uses for the eastern portion of the Property conflict with the uses
permitted under the Williamson Act, and County Uniform Rules for Administering Agricultural
Preserves, which are incorporated into the terms of the Williamson Act contract. (Williamson
Act, Govt. Code §51200 et seq.) The eastern portion of the Property that is restricted by the
Williamson Act contract is more than forty acres 10 in size. The two rarcels that comprise the
eastern portion of the Property are currently owned by Sirrah, LLC. 1 The contractual restriction
was recorded in the chain of title on February 28, 1983 , by Sonoma-Lodi Joint Venture,
predecessor-in-interest ofSirrah, LLC, which now owns the parcels l2 . Thus, at the time Sirrah,
LLC, voluntarily acquired the Property it had notice of and agreed to be bound by the terms of
the contract. If the Tribe or the federal government acquires the land before the Williamson Act
contract has terminated, then either entity would be subject to the contract's restrictions as well.
The terms of the voluntary contract restrict the use of the Property, which consists of prime
agricultural land, to agricultural and compatible uses in exchange for lower tax rates. The
landowner can initiate the process called 'non-renewal' that begins the 'phase-out' of the
contract over its ten-year term. To date, Sirrah, LLC has not begun the process of phasing out
the contract, or otherwise applied to terminate the contract by other means consistent with the
Williamson Act and the County's Uniform Rules for Administering Agricultural Preserves.

10
APN 116.3 10.005 (+1-10.80 acres) & APN 116·310·079 (+1·30.26 acres (formerly portion of APN 116·
310·044) are both restricted by the Williamson Act contract which is recorded at Official Record Number 83011838.
11
The third parcel that comprises the eastern portion of the land, which is included in the description of land
provided by the Application and Notice, is owned by the City of Cloverdale, and is also subject to the Williamson
Act contract. However, as to the City's land, the contract is phasing out following the recording of a Notice of NonRenewal.
12
The Application indicates that all parcels are owned by E2E, LLC, but this is not shown in the County
chain of recorded documents.
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The Tribe's Application does not mention that a portion of the property is encumbered by
a Williamson Act contract. The DEIS briefly mentions the Williamson Act restriction, but
dismisses it, without justification or even a complete federal "Farmland Conversion Impact
Rating Form (ADI006)." That form is provided at Appendix M to the DEIS but does not
conform to the federal requirements at 7 C.F.R 658.5, since, among other things, the federal
agency charged with completing it failed to provide any data at Part IV.
A Williamson Act contract does not extinguish automatically upon the land being taken
into trust. In Friends of East Willits Valleyv. County ofMendocino, 101 Cal. App. 4th 191
(2002), the petitioners challenged a county's cancellation of a Williamson Act contract for a
parcel subsequently taken into trust. The tribe in that case argued that the BIA's granting of the
trust application voided the Williamson Act restrictions and rendered them inapplicable. (Jd at
198.) The Court rejected this argument, holding that no state or federal law "invalidates
contractual commitments made before the passage ofland into trust." (Id at 201.) The Court
noted that the tribe had voluntarily accepted the Williamson Act restrictions, and that holding
that these restrictions are "automatically voided by the passage of land into trust" would violate
both law and policy. (Id at 203 [noting that "sovereignty and self-determination are promoted
when tribes are free to decide what voluntary agreements they will or will not enter into" and
that upholding the restrictions would preserve "the ability of tribes to negotiate and plan"]')
Here, too, the Tribe (through End to End Enterprises (£2E), LLC) apparently intends to
voluntarily purchase the Property and, in so doing, become successors-in-interest to the
Williamson Act contract. Nothing in the Williamson Act or any state or federal law invalidates
these voluntary contractual commitments, nor renders them inapplicable to the Property if it
passes into trust. To the contrary, the Williamson Act's restrictions regarding agricultural and
compatible uses continue to apply and limit the Tribe' s future use of the Property.
To comply with the Williamson Act contractual restrictions on the land, the property
must be devoted to agricultural use, which means the production of an agricultural commodity
(either food or fiber) , and any non-agricultural uses must be a compatible uses listed in the
County' s Uniform Rules for the Administration of Agricultural Preserves, which are
incorporated into the terms of the contract. If the Tribe and City of Cloverdale do not reach an
agreement for wastewater services, the Tribe plans to develop an onsite wastewater treatment
plant, treatment ponds, and sprayfields on parcels under the Williamson Act contract. None of
these uses are permitted 'compatible uses' under the Williamson Act, contract, or Uniform
Rules. Nor would these wastewater related uses be considered remotely agricultural in nature.
As stated earlier, the Application' s statement of Tribal Need strongly suggests that the
Tribe has a need to provide housing, a child care center, and a cultural center for its members.
These needs are described as immediate, yet none of the land (between approximately 60 and 80
acres in size, depending on what part of the Application is consulted), is proposed to be used for
housing, child care, or cultural preservation, now or in the future. This conclusion is supported
by the DEIS, which does not identify these uses as components of the proposed Project, despite
the fact that they are reasonably anticipated needs of the tribe, and not speculative in the least. (If
these uses are speCUlative, then the stated tribal need for housing, child care, and cultural center
facilities is also largely speculative.) Use of the eastern portion of the Property for housing
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(beyond what is necessary for farm workers tending the land), large scale child care facilities
(beyond a home day care type setting), or for a cultural center these uses is not be permitted
under the Contract as uses compatible with agriculture, particularly if they displace agricultural
uses to the point that the land is no longer devoted to agricultural uses.
The voluntary Williamson Act contractual restriction presents, and will continue to
present, a substantial, direct, and unavoidable land use conflict with the Tribe's fee-to-trust
application and proposed development project. In addition, as stated earlier, it will continue to
be an encumbrance on the eastern parcels to which any subsequent owner, including the Tribe or
federal government will be subject.
3.

Sonoma County General Plan and Zoning Ordinance Conflicts.

The proposed Project is in conflict with the Sonoma County General Plan and zoning.
On the western parcels, the project proposes a massive entertainment and lodging facility
that is wholly inconsistent with the Limited Industrial General Plan designation and the RR
(Rural Residential) zoning. To be consistent, the General Plan designation would need to be
changed to Recreational and Visitor Serving Commercial. Such a change would require
compliance with the recreation and Visitor Serving Commercial site designation criteria on page
LU-40 of the General Plan. These criteria include the generation of Transient Occupancy Tax
(TOT) eligible for County appropriation for affordable housing, and uses of the site that are
compatible with nearby agricultural operations. (General Plan, p. LU-40, Designation Criteria
(4) and (6).)
On the eastern parcels, as stated above, the project proposes wastewater and water supply
facilities that are wholly inconsistent with the Land Intensive Agricultural (LIA) General Plan
designation and zoning. Land Intensive Agriculture ("LIA") is a category designed to "enhance
and protect lands capable of and generally used for the production of food , fiber, and plant
materials." (General Plan Policy 2.7.1.) The Permitted Uses in this category include agricultural
production, processing, and services, but does not include the proposed waste water or water
facilities. (General Plan Policy 2.7.1.) These uses further conflict with the General Plan
Agricultural Element, which provides that:
The primary use of any parcel [designated LIA1shall be agricultural production
and related processing, support services, and visitor serving uses. Residential
uses in these areas shall recognize that the primary use of the land may create
agricultural "nuisance" situations, such as flies , noise, odors, and spraying of
chemicals.
and that:
Local concentrations of commercial or industrial uses, even if related to
surrounding agricultural activities, are detrimental to the primary use of the land
for the production of food, fiber and plant materials and shall be avoided.
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(General Plan Policies AR-4a and 5e [emphasis added].) A majority of the Tribe's proposed
wastewater and water facilities uses would hinder and prove detrimental to the primary,
agricultural use of the Property, and would thus create a land use conflict with the County
General Plan.
Unless the Tribe and the County reach a government-to-government agreement for
mitigation of these impacts and jurisdictional conflicts, there is nothing the BIA can identify that
shows these impacts have been meaningfully addressed or mitigated to an extent to permit
transfer of the land into trust.
4.

Land Use Conflicts & Jurisdictional Issues Related to Water &
Wastewater.

The County is also very concerned about the impacts to water supplies and groundwater
resources created by the Project. Agencies and entities with an interest in and/or jurisdiction
over water resources include the Regional Water Quality Control Board, California Department
ofFish and Wildlife, the Sonoma County Water Agency, City of Cloverdale, County of Sonoma,
and federal agencies including the National Marine Fisheries Service, and the Army Corps of
Engineers. Most of these agencies are not on the BIA's distribution list for Notice of the
Application. The County asks that all of these entities be provide with a copy of the Notice and
an opportunity to comment on the Application. (See Attachment D-l for agency addresses.)
From the project description in the DEIS, the Tribe proposes to use either on-site wells or
the City of Cloverdale for water. It is unclear from the DEIS or the Application if either of these
sources is realistic or adequate to service the Project. However, it is anticipated that jurisdictional
conflicts would arise under either the ' private' or ' onsite well ' water supply option, if the
demand for water outpaced the supply, because either the City's supply is directly impacted, or
the groundwater table from which the Tribe' s well(s) draw from would be negatively impacted.
Also from the project description in the DEIS, the Tribe proposes wastewater treatment
ponds for the eastern portion of the property. The DEIS lacks important information and detail
regarding several environmental impacts, including impacts to water quality, the water table, and
the Russian River, from the proposed percolation of treated effluent. The DEIS also lacks
information concerning the possibility of the City of Cloverdale serving as the wastewater
treatment contractor. However, it is anticipated that jurisdictional conflicts would arise in the
event of groundwater contamination where the Tribe utilizes less rigorous water quality
standards than are applicable in the surrounding region.
Moreover, because the eastern parcels are proximate to the Russian River and in a
floodplain, surface runoff from the Tribe' s wastewater treatment ponds or spray fields on those
parcels presents a threat to water quality of the Russian River and the surrounding area. This is a
major concern because the County is informed that the state and federal governments have
identified threatened and endangered salmon and steelhead in the area. In addition, the County is
informed that the Regional Water Quality Control Board is already monitoring sites in the
Cloverdale area that impact the Russian River and water quality. The County is unaware of any
government-to-government agreements with the Tribe that address coordination with the
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agencies charged with monitoring water quality for the region. Such agreements should be
enforceable and ensure consistency in monitoring, data sharing and transparency, and overall
quality and safety of water resources, both for human consumption and the health and safety of
fish and wildlife. Without such an agreement the jurisdictional conflicts described above will
not be mitigated or resolved, creating uncoordinated actions and policies at best, and significant
harm to public health, safety, and the environment at worse.
The County has already provided comments on the Tribe's analysis of impacts to water in
the DEIS. These comments are incorporated into this document, and provided at Attachment E.
It is unknown if the final environmental document will contain any additional
information concerning or analyzing this aspect of the project and its impacts. Until the final
environmental impact statement is released, the County does not have enough information to
fully comment on land use and jurisdictional conflicts created by the proposed land acquisition,
as they relate to water supply and groundwater.

5.

Railroad Jurisdictional Conflicts.

The County has significant concerns about the jurisdictional conflict created by accepting
land on both sides of a railroad into trust. The County is informed that the underlying fee for the
railroad property that bisects the Property is owned by the North Coast Rail Authority. The
Sonoma Marin Rail Transit District (SMART) owns an operating easement over the railroad
property. The SMART train is approved to run from Larkspur Landing to Cloverdale. The
Cloverdale train station is just north of the proposed trust land. The California Public Utilities
Commission also has regulatory authority over the line, and the Federal Rail Authority also has
jurisdiction over it.
The types of jurisdictional conflicts that may arise if the land is taken into trust include:
(1) an inability of state, local, and federal authorities to meet safety or other requirements for the
planned operation of the rail line to Cloverdale where additional area is needed on either or both
sides of the rail line to ensure safe and legal train operations, but where such additional area
cannot be acquired, accessed, or condemned because it is permanently in trust status; and (2) an
inability of the Tribe to cross, access, or build pipelines or crossings across the rail property
between the east and west portions of the proposed trust land. There is no implied right to cross
or access rail property and the tribe would need an agreement with the appropriate authorities to
do so.
The California legislature declared in the legislation authorizing SMART that: "It is the intent of
the Legislature in enacting this part to provide for a unified, comprehensive institutional structure
for the ownership and governance of a passenger rail system within the Counties of Sonoma and
Marin that shall operate in harmony with existing freight service that operates upon the same rail
line and serves the Counties of Humboldt, Marin, Mendocino, Napa, and Sonoma." (Cal Pub Util
Code § 105001.) Under Title 25 C.F.R. §151.11(a), citing §151.10(f), the Secretary must
consider "jurisdictional problems," and "potential conflicts of land use." Thus, under the
regulations the Secretary is to consider precisely the types of jurisdictional problems associated
with the rail line running through the Property. lfthe land is taken into trust, and the right of
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way, operational easement, or underlying fee cannot be expanded to address safety and other
operational concerns at the federal, state, or local level, then the trust acquisition could seriously
frustrate and prevent train service from reaching Cloverdale as contemplated by the State
legislature, and the voters who approved the "SMART" train. This jurisdictional conflict
weighs heavily against accepting the land into trust.
6.

Other Jurisdictional Problems: Lack of Mitigation Agreements and
Tribal Ordinances.

In its Application the Tribe refers to potential future government-to-government
' discussions', but does not express a compelling desire, much less a commitment to entering into
any enforceable government-to-government agreements with the County to address negative
impacts from the acceptance of the land into trust, or development ofthe resort casino. This is
disappointing. Instead, the Tribe throughout its Application seeks to minimize impacts, and
argues that loss of tax revenues would be off-set by ' indirect business taxes.' This is inaccurate
and mischaracterizes the loss to the County. The reality, as demonstrated throughout these
comments, is that there are real impacts to the County if the land is taken into trust. Moreover, if
the Property is developed consistent with zoning, the County would enjoy property taxes, and all
direct and indirect business taxes, so the concept of one type oftax providing an 'off-set' is
meaningless. Moreover, if the Property is developed consistent with zoning and the General
Plan, then industrial type employment opportunities will be lost. These types of jobs are more
beneficial to the community because they generally pay better, have better benefits and job
security than leisure and hospitality type jobs. (See Attachment F for compilation of wage
statistics from the California Employment Development Department.) For there truly to be an
"off-set," there would need to be a government-to-government agreement that addresses the
County' s costs and tribal funding of those costs, so that Sonoma County tax payers do not
subsidize the Tribe' s business ventures. Indeed, the lack of demonstrated and firm commitment
in the Application to reaching government-to-government agreements to ensure that no such
subsidy occurs is contrary to the policy favoring tribal self-sufficiency.
For these reasons, the BIA cannot point to an existing or anticipated government-togovernment agreement to show that the impacts identified in these and other cornments have
been mitigated. Making matters worse is the fact that there is no Tribal ordinance (or at least one
that has been made public) that addresses the many issues raised in the comments to the DEIS,
and raised here to the Application regarding environmental protection, health, and safety. As a
result, the BIA cannot point to an existing Tribal ordinance to show that identified impacts will
be mitigated. While the BIA certainly has a policy in favor of encouraging self sufficiency, selfdetermination, and economic development for tribes; that policy is not incompatible with
requiring recognition and mitigation of impacts to local governments. This is clearly
contemplated by the terms of25 C.F.R § 151.10 and 151.11, which requires the BIA to evaluate
impacts to local governments.
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E.

The Bureau Of Indian Affairs Is Not Equipped To Discharge The Additional
Responsibilities Resulting From The Acquisition Of The Land In Trust
Status (25 C.F.R. § 151.11(a), referencing 25 C.F.R. § 151.10(g».

The Trust Application incorrectly asserts that "[a]ccepting the Property into trust will not
impose any significant additional responsibilities or burdens on the BIA beyond those already
inherent in the Federal trust relationship between the BIA and the Tribe." (Application at p. 9.)
To the contrary, accepting the Property into trust will impose substantial new burdens on the
BIA.
At a minimum the BIA will need to monitor and ensure compliance with the Williamson
Act contractual encumbrance on the land, water quality issues, and land use disputes with a
number of agencies, including rail and resource governmental bodies that will continue to have
jurisdiction affecting the land. The County therefore requests that the BIA decline to act on the
Trust Application until it is complete and affords the BIA an opportunity to realistically
investigate its future responsibilities to oversee compliance with the Williamson Act, and the
many other issues that will be generated and compounded if the Property is taken into trust.
F.

The Extent To Which The Tribe Has Provided Information That Allows The
Secretary To Comply With The National Environmental Policy Act (25
C.F.R. § 151.11(A), Referencing 25 C.F.R. § 151.10(H» .

The Tribe has not provided information that allows the Secretary to comply with the
National Environmental Policy Act, and the BIA has not issued a final Environmental Impact
Statement for the project that addresses the deficiencies in the draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS) previously identified by the County and others.
As an initial matter, the Tribe's Application states that the DEIS is presently available for
review and comment. (Application, p. 6.) This is not a correct statement. It was not even a
correct statement at the time the Tribe submitted its Application on December 31, 2010. While
the County has participated and will continue to participate in the environmental review process,
the County objects to Application as misleading the public into believing that comments may
still be submitted and considered on the DEIS. This is important because of the link between the
DEIS and the Application concerning the project description. The DEIS refers to the (at the time
non-existent) Fee-to-Trust Application for "detailed information on the land being taken into
trust, an effects analysis which details the potential effects on the surrounding community, and
consultation to determine the costs and benefits of the fee-to-trust transfer would have for the
Tribal Govemment and the affected localjurisdiction(s)." However, the Fee-to-Trust
Application when describing the Tribe's anticipated use of the Property, refers right back to the
DEIS to "fully describe," such use. The cross reference creates a moving target for the public
and the County, when trying to determine, analyze, and provide comments on impacts of the
proposed project, including the trust acquisition Application.
The County also has significant concerns regarding the timing of environment review and
review of the Fee-to-Trust Application because at the time the BIA's Notice of (Gaming)
Acquisition Application went out there was no final environmental document to respond to the
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host of problems with the DEIS identified by the County and others. To date, there still is no
final environmental document. The County does not know if the final environmental document
will address the many comments the County submitted on the DEIS in October 2010. As a
result, the County is being asked to comment on the Application without the benefit of a final
environmental document. Without a final environmental document or revised and complete
Application detailing the project and its impacts, the County cannot fully comment on the
impacts of taking the land into trust. The County requests that the BIA refrain from taking the
land into trust until these matters are addressed and to the documents recirculated for additional
comment.
As discussed in the County's October 20, 20 I 0 comments to the DEIS, which are
attached and incorporated into these comments at Attachment E, the proposed project continues
to present potentially significant impacts in the following areas: air quality; public services,
including law enforcement, fire, and emergency services; socioeconomic and health impacts;
traffic, transportation and parking impacts; water resources including water supply, groundwater,
sanitation, wastewater, flood control, and stormwater runoff; land use, agricultural, and general
plan consistency; visual impacts; noise effects; biological resource impacts; and cumulative
impacts. The County's comments on the DEIS identified areas where additional information and
more detailed mitigation measures are needed, to better ensure that any final project does not
result in significant adverse impacts on the off-site environment, community, and County of
Sonoma. To date, the Final Environmental Impact Statement has not been released. Unless and
until there is a Final EIS that addresses the matters raised in the County's comments, neither the
BIA, County, nor the public will have full information concerning the description of the project,
and its impact. This uncertainty, along with the other due process violations discussed below,
makes the Application process severely procedurally flawed and legally deficient.
V.

PROCEDURAL DEFECTS
A.

Threshold Requirements: Request for Approval of Acquisitions (25 C.F.R.
§151.9).

1.

Application Deficient & Notice Inadequate.

Under § 151.9, the request for trust acquisition, "shall set out the identity of the parties, a
description of the land to be acquired, and other information which would show that the
acquisition comes within the terms ofthis part." As will be shown below, the Application does
not meet this fundamental threshold requirement because the land is not clearly described.
The Application should be rejected because it does not adequately describe the land that
the Tribe seeks to have taken into trust. Similarly, the Notice is invalid and does not provide
adequate notice of the proposed action because the land described in the notice is not the same as
the land that the Tribe actually seeks to (or can) have taken into trust. Specifically, the Notice
and Application include land that is not owned by the Tribe or any of it partners, and that is
owned by the City of Cloverdale. These errors are repeated in the Indian Lands Determination.
Moreover, Notice has not been provided to several entities that have a direct interest in the
acquisition.
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2.

Land Not Clearly or Properly Described.

As explained below, in addition to the above errors, the Application inconsistently
describes the acreage sought for trust status as somewhere between 59.08+/- acres and 79+/acres, depending on what part of the Application one looks at. This is a twenty acre discrepancy.
The Application should be rejected based on this material flaw which prevents fully evaluating
impacts since the amount of land is inconsistently and not clearly described.
The first page of the Application refers to Exhibit A, to identify the land that the Tribe is
seeking to have taken into trust. Exhibit A, which is an amended version of General Council
Resolution 2007-11-136, requests that the Secretary of the Interior place real property in Sonoma
County into trust for the benefit of the Tribe, and purports to correct parcel legal descriptions and
size contained in the original resolution. The resolution initially states that the acreage for the
proposed acquisition is 79+/- acres, and refers to Exhibit 1 for the description of the land.
However, Exhibit 1 only lists four parcels, with the following stated acreages:
Acreage
35.52
2.05
16.44
5.07
59.08

APN :

116-310-044
116-310-020
116-310-035
116-310-039
TOTAL:

A 2008 Assessor' s map showing the parcels is attached to the amended resolution, along
with a one and a half page legal description citing APN 116-310-005 and 116-310-044, but no
acreage is specified. If these additional attachments are to amend the list above, there is still a
parcel missing (116-3/0-040), when compared to other parts ofthe Application. Under the
amended resolution, the General Council delegated authority to the Tribal Council to change or
add parcels listed in Exhibit 1, if certain conditions are met. There is no evidence provided in the
Application that any of these conditions have been met, even though parcels have been changed
and added. As a result, the Application does not show it is properly authorized by the Tribe, and
should be rejected for that reason as well.
Later, the Application at page 3 (and also at pg. 7) describes the land as "approximately
64.48 acres," and cites to Exhibit E, a 2009 map from Adobe Land Surveyors, which summarizes
acreage as either 67.55 acres or 69.77 acres.
APN :

adjusted

116-310-044
116-310-020
116-310-035
116-310-039
116-310-005
116-310-040

Acreage
25.53
2.05
15.10
4.49
12.21
8.16
67 .55

TOTAL:
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APN
Acreage

25.53
2.05
16.44
5.00
12.22
8 .53
69.77
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Assessor's Parcel Number 116-310-044 is an invalid parcel number. It was split into
APN 116-310-079 and -080, by Instrument Number 2010113034, Official Records of Sonoma
County, recorded December 13, 2010, when the City of Cloverdale acquired a portion of it
totaling approximately 5.26 acres. Two weeks later the Tribe submitted the present Application,
which does not account for the parcel split and deed to the City. (See Map at Attachment G.)
The Application should be amended and recirculated to cure this defect.
Adding to the confusion is the Application's reference to the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS) to more fully describe, "the specific nature of the Tribe's anticipated use of the
Property," that is the subject of the Application. The DEIS, identifies the land as "six parcels of
land totaling approximately 69.77 acres."
As stated above, the Notice ofthe Application is invalid because it does not accurately
describe the land that the Tribe seeks to have taken into trust, which impairs the County's ability
to fully evaluate impacts ofthe proposed acquisition. Moreover, even if the Notice invalidity is
remedied, the Application should still be reiected based on the failure to clearly describe the
property to which the Application applies.'
Finally, under 25 C.F.R. § 151.13, the proposed
acquisition does not meet the federal Standards for the Preparation of Title Evidence In Land
Acquisitions by the United States, which requires that a deed to the United States, "contain a
proper description ofland." (Standards at Part 8(g).)
3.

Failure to Give Notice to Affected Agencies.

There are sixteen taxing agencies that receive a portion of property taxes from the
proposed Property, but only one - the County was notified of the Application based on the
distribution list. The County is aware that the City of Cloverdale subsequently requested a copy
of the Notice of Application. Five agencies impose direct charges on the proposed Property, but
none of them were notified of the Application based on the distribution list. Four agencies
impose charges for ad valorem debt service obligations, but none were notified based on the
distribution list. In addition to taxing agencies, other agencies, including the Regional Water
Quality Control Board, presently have jurisdiction over the area and should be notified of the
pending Application.
The Notice states, "If any party receiving this notice is aware of additional governmental
entities that may be affected by the subject acquisition, please forward a copy of this notice to
said party or timely provide our office with the name and address of said party." (See
Attachment D-2, List of names and addresses of agencies affected by the proposed acquisition.)
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The Indian Lands Determination letter at Exhibit Q to the Application suffers from the same failure to
clearly describe the land to which it applies. The letter states that the, "Tribe seeks to have approximately seventy
(70) acres ofland taken into trust in Cloverdale, California," and that the property, "as a whole consists of six (6)
individual parcels." The map included in the letter is illegible in all copies the County has been able to obtain.
Since the determination was issued in 2008, before Adobe Associates, Inc., surveyed the property (2009), and before
the City of Cloverdale acquired a portion of what was APN 116-310-044, the County expects that map included with
the Indian lands determination also does not accurately describe the land that could be acquired for gaming
purposes. For these reasons, the County asserts that the Indian lands determination is invalid and does not support
the Application.
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To correct this due process issue, the Department should send notice of the proposed action to
these agencies, and provide an opportunity for each to comment.

4.

Failure to Identify Correct Criteria in Notice.

As explained earlier in these Comments, the criteria at 2S C.F.R § ISI.11 are applicable to
a determination of whether to accept any land into trust for the Tribe. The Notice wrongly
identifies 2S C.F.R. §ISl.lO and §ISl.ll as the applicable provisions, when only §ISl.ll
applies. The Notice is thus misleading and inadequate to provide proper due process, and cannot
support a decision on the Application.
VI. CONCLUSION
For all of the above reasons and light of the facts set forth in these Comments, the County
of Sonoma strongly opposes the Application and urges the BIA to deny it. We remain available
to discuss these comments with the BIA and the Tribe upon request.
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